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“

Spinning® has always been
more than just a bike. It’s
education, innovation, and
a community that all come
together to create a truly
extraordinary experience.”
John Baudhuin
FOUNDER AND CEO

® and Trio® are

SPINNING ®
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HOME BIKES

LEADING THE PACK
I’d like to start by thanking every studio, instructor, and
rider that makes the Spinning® experience possible. I
especially want to thank our worldwide team of Spinning®
Master Instructors. They show genuine love for every single
student and an unsurpassed dedication to delivering the
world’s best indoor cycling program.
Why Spinning®? The answer to that question lies in our
singular focus to deliver the best indoor cycling experience
to millions of riders worldwide. It all starts with superior
bikes and the most comprehensive programming and
education available in the indoor cycling category. Our new
line of Spinner® bikes is by far the best bikes we have ever
offered. We enhance that riding experience with world class
instructors that deliver the world’s best classes.
We hope you enjoy this look into our incredible past, and
our even brighter future. Thank you for being part of the
Spinning® experience.

JOHN R. BAUDHUIN
Founder & CEO

SPINNING ®
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THE SPINNING ® STORY
Operating in over 100 countries worldwide, Spinning® continues to be one of the
biggest names in fitness today. As the creators of indoor cycling, Spinning® is the
category leader in bikes, education, programming and events. Tailored to fit all
abilities and fitness goals, the Spinning® program and its patented line of Spinner®
bikes deliver the perfect riding experience, all at a self-directed pace. Spinning®
is committed to helping everyone grow in health and wellness through the latest
advances in manufacturing technology and scientific research, ensuring that every
rider feels empowered, achieves their fitness goals and, most importantly, enjoys
every ride.
In 1991, cyclists Johnny G and John Baudhuin created Spinning® with a simple goal:
to bring an authentic cycling experience indoors. Together, they combined their
passion and expertise in cycling, their innovative and authentic indoor bike design,
and an inspirational class setting to create a thrilling new workout experience. 30
years later, the Spinning® program and its line of Spinner® bikes define the indoor
cycling category—training more than 300,000 instructors at over 35,000 facilities,
reaching millions of riders in over 100 countries worldwide.
After launching the eSpinner® in 2010, the first indoor cycling bike that offered
real-time metrics and digital coaching, we’ve expanded on our digital coaching with
a new line of bikes and on-demand digital classes for riders at gyms and at home.
Led by our team of top instructors, Spinning® Digital delivers the closest thing to
our industry-leading live classes.
With a deep cycling heritage, solid programming, and bikes designed to fit riders
of all shapes, sizes and abilities, the Spinning® program continues to succeed in
its mission to bring health and fitness to everyone. Our expert coaching led by a
team of Certified Spinning® Instructors delivers great rides, and results, helping
millions of people get into the best shape of their lives. The love and enthusiasm
for Spinning® has cultivated a truly global community, a worldwide network of
instructors and riders united by passion and the feeling of training with purpose.
Spinner® bikes continue to replicate the feel and geometry of riding on the road
with even more elegant and durable designs. At Spinning®, we pour our energy
and enthusiasm for the program into everything we do.
Welcome to Spinning®!

SPINNING®
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WHY SPINNING

®

Why Spinning®?
Since creating the indoor cycling category and first
Spinner® bikes in 1991, we’ve focused our attention
on delivering an unrivaled fitness experience to
millions of riders worldwide. Our passion for building
superior bikes, training the world’s best instructors and
finding new ways to engage and invigorate our global
community of riders makes Spinning® stand out as an
unparalleled industry leader.

Josh Taylor
MASTER INSTRUCTOR, SENIOR ADVISOR
AND BRAND AMBASSADOR

With the launch of our new line of connected bikes,
we’re leveraging our heritage, focus and unrivaled
expertise in powering indoor cycling classes at
thousands of the world’s most demanding studios and
gyms.

CHAPTER 1
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“

The Spinning ® program allows you
to go anywhere your mind can take
you. Spinning ® is really an art—it’s
the art of fitness.”

For riders, that means access to the highest quality
bikes, classes taught by top trainers from our global
team of over 300,000 Certified Spinning® Instructors
and joining the community that started it all.

SPINNING®

SPINNING ®
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SPINNING®
LOCATED IN

100+
WHO WE ARE

We created the indoor cycling category and forever
changed fitness in more than 100 countries.
The Spinning® program offers fun, energizing, cyclinginspired rides that combine sound training principles,
expert coaching, inspirational music and a unique mind/
body experience.
Our bikes have defined the indoor cycling category for
30 years and continue to set the standard for design,
quality and functionality.
Together, the Spinning® program and Spinner® bikes
help us do what we started out to do – bring health and
fitness to everyone, everywhere.

COUNTRIES

FACILITIES

35,000
WORLD-WIDE

GLOBAL

165+

MASTER INSTRUCTORS
OVER

1,000,000
BIKES SOLD WORLDWIDE

500,000+

INSTRUCTORS CERTIFIED

300,000+
WORLDWIDE

SOCIAL MEDIA FOLLOWERS
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HISTORY OF SPINNING®
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THE
SPINNING
EXPERIENCE
CHAPTER 2

The Spinning® Experience

®

Born on the road, the Spinning® program and patented
line of Spinner® bikes deliver an authentic cycling
experience that encompasses a broad demographic of
riders by providing expert instruction designed to get the

14

SPINNING®

most out of every ride. Our goal is to ensure that every
rider feels empowered, achieves their fitness goals and
– most importantly – has the ride of their life.

BIKES

INSTRUCTORS

DIGITAL

EVENTS

STUDIOS

CLASSES
SPINNING ®
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“

A bike should work so well that you
don’t have to think about it. It should
seamlessly respond to the rider’s input,
feel comfortable for the duration of a
long workout, and stand up to the kind
of punishment that gym and studio
bikes take day in and day out.”
John Cook

BIKES

CREATORS OF INDOOR CYCLING
We created the Spinner® bike in 1991 as a training tool
for road cycling. The bike was designed using the
same geometry as a real road bike, staying true to the
positioning and biomechanics of cycling. We added
a fixed-gear weighted flywheel to create the inertia
necessary to give the bike a feeling of movement and to
pull the rider’s legs through the entire pedal stroke.
We’re always improving. Meticulous design and
engineering has made the Spinner® line of bikes the
leading choice for fitness facilities and homes around
the world. With 30 years of experience building indoor
cycling bikes, we are always evolving and perfecting
both our design philosophy and the world-class
components we use to build what are simply the best
bikes in the world. We know what it takes to exceed the
expectations of gyms and studios, some of the toughest
customers and critics on earth.
Seat and Head Tube Angles: Spinner® bikes have 72°
seat and head tube angles, comparable to what you will
find on most road bikes, and for good reason. There is
scientific evidence that the angles on the Spinner® bike
improve both performance and comfort. Spinner® bikes
are highly adjustable and allow riders to produce the
most power with the least amount of stress.
Saddle and Handlebar Post Adjustment: Both the
saddle and handlebar posts easily adjust up and down to
accommodate a wide range of heights and body types. Every
rider who gets on a Spinner® bike will be able to properly
position the saddle in relation to the pedals for proper knee
flexion and extension throughout the pedal stroke.
16
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VICE PRESIDENT OF DESIGN,
MAD DOGG ATHLETICS, INC.

Q factor: Another element that is important for comfort
and performance is the Q factor, which is the measured
space between the pedals. Spinner® bikes are made
with a comfortable Q factor that is consistent with that of
outdoor road bikes to help deliver better biomechanics
and alignment through the hips, knees and ankles.
Materials: All Spinner® bikes are made of materials
that maximize performance, corrosion resistance, and
quality.
Crank Arm Length: Spinner® bikes feature crank
arms of the standard 170 mm (6.7 in) length, and the
adjustability of the bike enables riders of all heights
to ride with optimal power. Research throughout
the decades has indicated that, for the averagesized rider, optimal power can be achieved with the
standard 170 mm crank arms.
Drivetrain and Flywheel: All Spinner® bikes come
equipped with a fixed gear and achieve the authentic
feel of a road bike via an externally weighted flywheel.
The combination provides the momentum to assist
the rider with moving smoothly through the two “dead
spots” at the very top and bottom of the pedal stroke,
improving pedaling technique and efficiency.
Pedal Systems: Spinner® bikes come with a variety of
pedal systems that allow riders to use athletic shoes
or clip in with cycling-specific shoes. The ability to
clip in replicates the feel of a road bike, reduces
foot fatigue and enables full use of the pedal stroke,
improving stability and efficiency.

INSTRUCTORS
Becoming a Spinning®
Instructor connects you
with a community of
like-minded individuals
backed by the brand
that invented indoor
cycling. Our training
provides a foundation
of science-based
instruction that’s
both fun and resultsdriven. Combined,
these elements make
our instructors the
heart and soul of the
Spinning® experience.

Spinning® Instructors and Master Instructors are the faces, hearts and souls
of Spinning®. They deliver the Spinning® experience day in and day out to
a diverse group of riders in over 100 countries worldwide. Our mission is
to empower our instructors with the very best training, bikes, continuing
education and ongoing support through our global SPIN® network.
Our instructor team delivers the life-changing Spinning® program to fitness
enthusiasts and cyclists worldwide. Over three decades of experience,
thousands of testimonials demonstrate that our program is more than just
a great workout – it creates a sense of community, a shared purpose and
lasting lifestyle changes that keep riders coming back for more.
We also have advanced levels of instruction in areas like training with
power, heart rate training and periodization to ensure that the education,
training and skills of our instructors are the very highest in the world.

SPINNING ®
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DIGITAL

EVENTS

A single, global
Spinnning® ID unlocks
a world of options for
riders, studios and
instructors.

There is nothing quite
like the energy and
excitement that is
created when you bring
together hundreds of
passionate people all
committed to sharing the
Spinning® experience.

Spinning®
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Experience Spinning® at home, in the studio or on-the-go, powered by
our unparalleled instructor network, presence in studios worldwide and a
dedicated base of home riders.
Through our inter-connected apps within the digital ecosystem, we deliver
the Spinning® experience to instructors, studios, gym members, home riders
and hotel guests– across the world – transcending physical boundaries with
global access across platforms via a single user profile.

SPINPro™

SPINNING®

Spinning® is a regular presence at fitness conferences worldwide, including
Spinning® Experience Miami (formerly known as WSSC). SPX serves the
needs of the fitness industry with cutting-edge programming and education.
It is the only annual conference that features extraordinary Spinning®
theme rides and workshops as well as sessions exploring the latest fitness
trends—every year is different as we strive to offer the latest technology and
equipment.
Spinning® Experience Netherlands is another event that is much-beloved
by the Spinning® Community. Since 2002 it has been the largest and most
unique Spinning® event in Europe with participants from all over the world!
The event features more than 500 Spinner® bikes in a two-day event ending
in a six-hour Spinning® marathon presented by best-in-class presenters from
the international Spinning® Master Instructor team.

SPINStudio™

SPINNING ®
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COMMUNITY
Riders are why we’re here. Whether it’s getting into shape or getting raceready, tuning in or zoning out, or just enjoying the inspiration, fun and
camaraderie of a group ride, our purpose is to empower riders of every
type. We strive to provide the world’s best indoor cycling instructors,
equipment, classes and community, as well as inspiring, easy-to-follow home
workouts so that every rider can achieve their goals through Spinning®.
We’re a global community of 100 countries, 25 languages, 35,000 facilities,
thousands of active instructors and 165 Master Instructors, hundreds
of regional events and group rides every year, and millions of riders
around the globe. No other indoor cycling program or manufacturer
even comes close.
We know that Spinning® is something very powerful in so many people’s
lives. We’re honored to be part of their stories, and thrilled to share them
with the world.

20
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Join a tribe that
believes science,
inspiration and sweat
can all come together
to ignite an amazing
Spinning® program and
community. We are a
team of riders joined by
common interest, goals
and the desire to make
Spinning® the number
one choice for fitness.

STUDIOS
Our engagement with and support of our community extends beyond
the riders and instructors—for club and studio owners, we help develop
a sustainable, successful and profitable Spinning® program at any facility.
Spinning® provides the resources and expertise, keeping facilities
competitive and on the cutting edge of fitness.

More than 35,000 clubs,
studios and facilities have
chosen the Spinner® line
of bikes and the Spinning®
program, making it the
world’s most popular
indoor cycling program.

As an Official Spinning® Facility, studios and gyms are not only getting the
world’s most tested line of bikes and comprehensive training program,
they’re getting the benefit of 30+ years of experience in providing the
highest level of program and marketing support in the industry. Official
Spinning® Facilities benefit from unparalleled resources and are promoted
on the Spinning® website, and through social channels.

SPINNING ®
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CLASSES
At the heart of the Spinning® experience is the Spinning® class–a
journey, a training ride, or a themed experience–led by a Certified
Spinning® Instructor. Classes range from sport-specific rides to
energetic journeys filled with motivation and fun.
In a Spinning® class it’s not unusual to find a tech-obsessed everyday
athlete on a bike next to a first-time rider, but everyone’s journey
with Spinning® starts with a single pedal stroke. Whether it’s getting
into shape or getting ready to race, tuning in or zoning out, or just
enjoying the inspiration, fun and camaraderie of a group ride, there’s
something for everyone in a Spinning® class.

The Spinning® program
is not just about exercise.
Spinning® classes offer a
variety of rides, movements,
coaching and motivation
that keep riders safe,
excited and engaged.

22
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COMMERCIAL
CHAPTER 3
24
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COMMERCIAL SERIES
As the leading and most trusted brand of commercial indoor cycling bikes, Spinning®
delivers unsurpassed quality and a complete line of bikes that provide the fit, form and
functionality that have made our bikes the #1 choice of gyms and studios worldwide.
Built from over 30 years of experience in the facility and studio environment, all of our
bikes are designed to withstand the rigors of thousands of classes and the punishment
that some of the toughest riders in the world dish out. The original, most popular and
most proven line of indoor cycling bikes on the planet, the Commercial Series is for
facilities and studios that expect the highest degree of quality, design and functionality.

Materials:
Aluminum or steel frame
materials undergo a multi-step
powder-coating process for
superior corrosion resistance
and lasting protection from
sweat and moisture, that
delivers exceptional durability.

Drivetrain and Flywheel:
All Spinning® bikes incorporate
a perimeter-weighted flywheel
that mimics the feel of riding on
the road and helps facilitate a
circular pedal stroke. The inertia
of our flywheel system smooths
out the “dead spots” at the top
and bottom of the pedal stroke,
enabling riders to improve
their pedaling technique and
efficiency, while at the same time
eliminating the “paddle-boat”
feel of other bikes.

Pedals and Crank Arms:
All commercial Spinning®
bikes use oversized steel and
contoured crank arms that
accommodate the push and
power of even the strongest
rider. Our cranks and bottom
bracket feature threadless
Morse taper connections,
making for the strongest and
most durable crank system on
the market.

Overhead view of Q factor

“

Ergo Knobs

We design products
that can take the
rigors of being ridden
24/7/365 and still
deliver a fantastic feel.”
John Cook

Saddle and Handlebar
Adjustments:
Spinning® bikes offer greater
adjustability and better
ergonomics than any other
indoor cycling bike in the
industry. On most models, the
saddle and handlebars can be
easily adjusted both vertically
and fore/aft to fit every rider,
regardless of their size.

Belt Drive:
Our proprietary Fusion Drive®
resistance system incorporates
a super smooth and quite Poly-V
belt and automatic belt tensioner
for maintenance-free operation.

Umbrella Design
By eliminating flat surfaces,
sweat rolls off the bike rather
than pooling on tubing and parts.

Q Factor:
The measured space between
the pedals, Q factor is an
important element for comfort
and performance. Spinner®
bikes feature a precise Q factor
that is modeled after road
bikes to deliver better comfort,
biomechanics and alignment
through the hips, knees, and
ankles.

Dual-sided Pedals and
Optional Trio® and Trio QR®
Pedals:
All commercial Spinner® bikes
come with dual-sided pedals
that accommodate cycling
shoes with SPD® cleats or
athletic shoes. Also available
with Trio® and Trio QR® pedals
that fit SPD®-compatible and
LOOK® Delta-compatible
cycling shoes.

Maintenance Friendly
The underside of the bike
eliminates cross supports and
allows the maintenance team to
easily clean the floor
without moving the bike.

26
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Corrosion-free
structural plastic
leveler feet

SPINNING ®
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30 YEARS OF CYCLING INNOVATION

Our advanced Fusion Drive® system creates a smooth, quiet, and virtually maintenance-free
ride. Fusion Drive® integrates our precisely engineered perimeter-weighted flywheel, an
ultra-durable Poly-V belt and proprietary belt tensioning system that sets our high standard
for durability and an authentic ride. Our unique self-tensioning system engages the belt for a
tighter fit with no vibration or slip. Unlike other belt drives on the market that feel “mushy,” or
“buzzy”, our Fusion Drive® system transfers more direct cranking energy for a seamless and
reliable ride.

RESISTANCE SYSTEMS

30 YEARS OF CYCLING INNOVATION

DRIVE SYSTEMS

FUSION DRIVE® BELT SYSTEM

MAGNETIC RESISTANCE SYSTEM:
MAGNETIC BIKES DONE RIGHT
Spinning® offers a quiet and virtually maintenance-free magnetic system that stays true to the
authentic feel and riding experience of our perimeter-weighted flywheel and Linear Resistance
System™. Our patented magnetic system relies on more magnets versus a higher flywheel speed
to create a linear resistance curve that more closely resembles the feeling of riding out on the
road. Our new resistance system delivers greater resistance at lower cadences for stronger
riders while at the same time providing expanded resistance levels for new riders.

LINEAR RESISTANCE SYSTEM™:
TRIED AND TRUE
Spinner® bikes and the Spinning® program were created with the goal of bringing true cycling
geometry, authentic cycling training and the feel of a real road bike indoors. From our very first
bike, we achieved that goal with our Linear Resistance System™. Combined with a perimeterweighted flywheel, the resistance systems on all Spinner® bikes deliver the feel of a road bike
that micro-adjusts to allow for a linear resistance curve that suits the needs of every rider.
Durable and virtually maintenance-free, our proprietary Linear Resistance System™ delivers on
our promise to make bikes that feel right and stay true to our cycling heritage.

SPINNING ®
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PERIMETER-WEIGHTED
FLYWHEEL
30

SPINNING®

PERIMETER-WEIGHTED FLYWHEEL
By design, the precisely crafted perimeter-weighted flywheel that we’ve used
on all of our bikes from day one is the key to giving Spinner® bikes the lively
and authentic feel of a road bike. By having more weight around the outer
edge, the flywheel generates more inertia, smoothing out the pedal stroke
and enabling riders to improve their pedaling technique and efficiency. The
authentic feel of the road is best recognized during an out-of-the-saddle climb
where the inertia of the flywheel helps riders push through the “dead spots”
at the top and bottom of the pedal stroke. The perimeter-weighted flywheel
helps riders avoid an up-down pedal stroke that feels “mushy” and flat, giving
each of our bikes the signature feel of a smooth, fluid motion that most closely
resembles an outdoor cycling experience.

SPINNING ®
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TECHNOLOGY
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POWER MEASUREMENT

SPINNING® LEADERBOARD

Our new SPINPower® crank
provides accurate power
measurement (watts), helping
riders of all levels to measure
performance, track progress
and deliver true fitness results.
Available on all models of bikes, the
SPINPower® crank is also available
in a retrofit version that can be used
on any of our bikes manufactured
after 2016.

When linked with any of our
Power bikes, the new Spinning®
leaderboard, powered by SPIVI,
turns every class into an immersive
training ride for both new and
experienced riders. With numerous
leaderboard screen options, it’s
easy to find a format that works with
every type of class.

The SPINPower® crank incorporates
a dual-mode chip that transmits
signals in both Bluetooth® and Ant+,
making the system compatible with
any leaderboard, tablet or phone.
The Spinning® Connect™ app
(available in both iOS and Android),
lets riders pull and store data
directly from the bike to measure
and track performance over time.

STUDIO COMPUTER
The all-new Spinning® Studio
Computer incorporates larger
data fields that are easier to see,
a persistent backlight and a selfgenerating power system that
eliminates the need to replace
batteries. The user interface is
intuitive and easy to use for any
rider, while at the same time
providing all of the metrics and
interval functions used by top
trainers and athletes.

SPINNING®

SPINNING® CONNECT™ APP
Whether riders want to simply track
their calories burned or train with
watts like a pro, the new Spinning®
Connect™ App displays and collects
all of the data that even the most
hard-core riders crave. With data
tracking, personalized zone training
and intuitive ride recaps and graphics,
Spinning® Connect™ allows riders of
all types to track and measure their
performance over time.

SPINNING ®
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SPINPOWER

®

SPINPower® is the global leader for power-based education and
programming in the indoor cycling industry. Our innovation in
power-based cycling education and power-meter technology
delivers real, measurable results.

34

CERTIFIED INSTRUCTOR

STUDIO CRANK

SPINPower® is the best power-based
indoor cycling training solution. With
world-class education and equipment,
SPINPower® delivers real, measurable
results. Power guarantees results for
students and helps keep them engaged
and coming back for more.

The SPINPower® Crank pairs with the SPINPower®
Studio Computer, the Spinning® and SPINStudio™
apps for real-time metrics and key training data
during rides.

SPINPower® received approval as a
continuing education course provider from
USA Cycling and USA Triathlon. USAC and
USAT are the national governing bodies for
cycling and triathlon in the United States.
Both are members of the United States
Olympic Committee.

INTEGRATED POWER SYSTEM
Our Spinning® Integrated Power System
includes the SPINPower® crank and
integrated display on the Chrono®,
PRO™ Power and NXT™ Power. The
SPINPower® Crank is also compatible
with our new SPINStudio™ app for
Studio and Home use.
Training with power is an essential
aspect of the SPINPower® program.
The integrated computer along with the
SPINPower® Studio Crank will help you
monitor your power, heart rate, cadence,
time, distance and calories burned on
every ride.

SPINNING®

Our easy-to-use, heavy-duty crank enables riders
to accurately measure performance and track
progress, featuring a water-resistant battery pack and
oversized compartment for extra cells that create an
exceptionally long battery life.
Improve weight loss, fitness, and performance all with
one crank.

STUDIO BIKES
Power is the best metric for measuring performance on
the bike, and thus the key to getting real results: training
with power is now a must-have at studios and facilities
worldwide. Spinning® is leading the charge with cuttingedge power meter technology and education.
Our Chrono® commercial bike tracks riders’ power
with an unparalleled magnetic resistance system and
power-measuring console.
For Spinner® bikes that don’t come equipped with a
built-in power measurement system, riders can pair
the Studio SPINPower® crank with the Spinning® and
SPINStudio™ apps for real-time metrics and tracking!

“

Member retention is based on results.
Members want weight loss, they want
fitness, they want to burn calories, they
want to enjoy exercise, and they want a
reason to keep coming back for more.
This is why studios need SPINPower®.”
Angie Sturtevant
SPINPOWER® CREATOR

SPINNING ®
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CHRONO

®

CHRONO®

Specifications and Features

Fusion Drive® Belt System
Poly-V Belt drivetrain delivers a smooth,
silent, and virtually maintenance-free ride.
Magnetic Resistance System
Patented magnetic resistance system
has more magnets and provides greater
resistance variability at any cadence.
Aluminum Frame
Durable aluminum frame resists
corrosion and incorporates shaped
tubing and panels that provide an
unrivaled aesthetic and unparalleled
sweat-resistance.
Best-in-Class Self-Powered Computer
Equipped with a large, ultra-bright color
display, the computer is easy to use and
is Bluetooth™ and ANT+ compatible.
An integrated generator powers the
system and eliminates the need to
replace batteries.

6

350 lb.
Limit

SPINPower® Studio Crank
Highly accurate (+/- 1%) power
measurement crank is easy to maintain
and is wirelessly connected to the
bike’s computer. Bluetooth™ and ANT+
compatibility enables it to connect to
popular apps and leaderboard systems.
Perimeter-Weighted Flywheel
New larger diameter, perimeter-weighted
flywheel integrates with an improved
magnetic resistance system to provide an
authentic cycling feel for both performance
and rhythm-based riding.

SweatWicking
Design

Fully Adjustable Saddle and Handlebars
Precision vertical adjustments paired
with micro-adjustable fore/aft sliders on
both saddle and handlebars allow for a
precise custom fit.

Best-in-class LCD color
back-lit Computer

MODEL NUMBER:
OVERALL DIMENSIONS (MAX):
OVERALL WEIGHT:
COLOR:
FLYWHEEL COLOR
WEIGHT LIMIT:
WARRANTY:

36
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Patented magnetic
resistance system with
perimeter-weighted flywheel

10-026
(L X W) 48” X 20.4” (22 X 52 CM)
110 LBS (50 KG)
Semi-gloss Metallic Black
Black
350 LBS (158.7 KG)
Frame: 10 years
Mechanical Parts: 2 years
Labor: 1 year
Wear Items: 90 days
Console: 1 year

SPINPower® Studio Crank,
the most accurate power
meter for indoor cycling

Easily Adjustable Stabilizer Feet
Large structural plastic feet are
corrosion-free, easy to adjust and
provide stability on all floor surfaces.
Transport Wheels
Edge-mounted transport wheels allow
for easy portability.
Industry Leading Q-Factor
The distance between the pedals (the Q
factor) is optimized to better accommodate
hip, knee and ankle alignment.
Dual Water Bottle Holder
Handlebar-mounted water
bottle holders allow for fast,
easy access to hydration during
rides.
SPINNING ®

see more
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NXT Power
™

NXT™ Power

Specifications and Features

Fusion Drive® Belt System
Poly-V Belt drivetrain delivers a smooth, silent,
and virtually maintenance-free ride.
Heavy Perimeter-Weighted Flywheel
43 lb (19.5 kg) perimeter-weighted flywheel
creates an authentic cycling feel for both
performance and rhythm-based riding.
Frame Design and Geometry
The bike incorporates a larger, heavy-duty,
sweat-resistant, steel frame design which
provides maximum durability and stability.
The cycling-specific geometry is designed
to afford riders a more comfortable, efficient
and powerful ride.
Best-in-Class Self-Powered Computer
Equipped with a large, ultra-bright color
display, the computer is easy to use and
is Bluetooth™ and ANT+ compatible. It is
powered by an integrated generator system
that eliminates the need to replace batteries.
SPINPower® Studio Crank
Highly accurate (+/- 1%) power
measurement crank is easy to maintain
and is wirelessly connected to the
bike’s computer. Bluetooth™ and ANT+
compatibility enables it to connect to
popular apps and leaderboard systems.

350 lb.
Limit

SweatWicking
Design

Wedge Design Handlebar and
Seat Post
All-new wedge design keeps the
handlebars and seatpost secure and solid,
while remaining easy to adjust.
Micro-Adjustable Resistance
Combined with a perimeter-weighted
flywheel, the powerful and simple resistance
system mimics the feel of being on the road
and infinitely adjusts to suit the needs of
every rider.
Fully Adjustable Saddle and Handlebars
Precision vertical adjustments paired with
micro-adjustable fore/aft sliders
on both the saddle and handlebars
allow for a precise custom fit.

SPINPower® Studio Crank,
the most accurate power
meter for indoor cycling

MODEL NUMBER:
OVERALL DIMENSIONS (MAX):
OVERALL WEIGHT:
SHIPPING DIMENSIONS:
SHIPPING WEIGHT:
FLYWHEEL WEIGHT:
PEDAL TYPE:
COLOR:
WEIGHT LIMIT:
WARRANTY:
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Best-in-class LCD color
Back-lit Computer

10-028
(L x W x H) 48” L x 20” W x 50” H (122 x 52 x 127 cm)
140 lbs (63.5 kg)
47” x 39” x 11” (119 x 99 x 28 cm)
151 lbs (68.5 kg)
Heavy 43 lb (19.5 kg), perimeter-weighted
Dual-Sided SPD®-Compatible Pedals
Satin Metallic Silver
350 lbs (158.8 kg)
Frame: 10 years
Mechanical Parts: 2 years
Labor: 1 year
Wear Items: 90 days
Console: 1 year

Dual Water Bottle Holder
Sturdy, oversized dual water bottle holder
on the handlebars allows easy access.
Dual-Sided SPD®-Compatible Pedals
Pedals accommodate both athletic and
cycling shoes, offering riders more flexibility
and functionality.
Easy Transport Wheels and Stabilizer Feet
Front-end wheels allow for easy portability
while stabilizer feet eliminate shaking.

SPINNING ®
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SPINNER NXT

®

SPINNER NXT®

Specifications and Features

1

Fusion Drive® Belt System
Poly-V Belt drivetrain delivers a smooth,
silent, and virtually maintenance-free ride.

2

Heavy Perimeter-Weighted Flywheel
43 lb (19.5 kg) perimeter-weighted flywheel
creates an authentic cycling feel for both
performance and rhythm-based riding.

3

Geometry
Bike frame geometry is designed to provide
riders with cycling-specific positioning to
provide a more comfortable, efficient and
powerful ride.

4

5

6

7
350 lb.
Limit

SweatWicking
Design

8

9

10
Fore-Aft Adjustable
Bars

Dual-Sided Pedals

Heavy-Duty Crank

11
MODEL NUMBER:
OVERALL DIMENSIONS (MAX):
OVERALL WEIGHT:
SHIPPING DIMENSIONS:
SHIPPING WEIGHT:
FLYWHEEL WEIGHT:
PEDAL TYPE:
COLOR:
WEIGHT LIMIT:
WARRANTY:
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10-028
(L x W x H) 48” L x 20” W x 50” H (122 x 52 x 127 cm)
140 lbs (63.5 kg)
47” x 39” x 11” (119 x 99 x 28 cm)
151 lbs (68.5 kg)
Heavier 43 lb (19.5 kg), perimeter-weighted
Dual-Sided SPD®-Compatible Pedals
Satin Metallic Silver
350 lbs (158.8 kg)
Frame: 10 years
Mechanical Parts: 2 years
Labor: 1 year
Wear Items: 90 days

Sweat-Resistant, Powder-Coated Steel
and Open Frame Design
Our umbrella design concept has been
incorporated throughout the entire bike with virtually no flat surfaces or entry points
for sweat.
Oversized Steel Frame
Boasts a larger, heavy-duty design
providing maximal durability and optimal
stability.
Wedge Design Handlebar and
Seat Post
All-new wedge design keeps the
handlebars and seatpost secure and solid,
while remaining easy to adjust.
Fully Adjustable Saddle and Handlebars
Precision vertical adjustments paired with
micro-adjustable fore/aft sliders
on both the saddle and handlebars
allow for a precise custom fit.
Dual Water Bottle Holder
Sturdy, oversized dual water bottle holder on
the handlebars allows easy access.
Micro-Adjustable Resistance
Combined with a perimeter-weighted
flywheel, the powerful and simple resistance
system mimics the feel of being on the road
and infinitely adjusts to suit the needs of
every rider.
Dual-Sided SPD®-Compatible Pedals
Pedals accommodate both athletic and
cycling shoes, offering riders more flexibility
and functionality.
Easy Transport Wheels and
Stabilizer Feet
Front-end wheels allow for easy portability
while stabilizer feet eliminate shaking.
Heavy-duty Crank and Bearings

12 Our proprietary Morse Taper connection

and oversized bearings provide the most
durable crank system on the market.

see more
SPINNING ®
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PRO Power
™

PRO™ Power

Specifications and Features

Fusion Drive® Belt System
Poly-V Belt drivetrain delivers a smooth,
silent, and virtually maintenance-free ride.
Perimeter-Weighted Flywheel
43 lb (19.5 kg) perimeter-weighted flywheel
creates an authentic cycling feel for both
performance and rhythm-based riding.
Sweat-Resistant, Powder-Coated Steel
and Open Frame Design
Our umbrella design concept has been
incorporated throughout the entire bike with virtually no flat surfaces or entry
points for sweat!
Best-in-Class Self-Powered Computer
Equipped with a large, ultra-bright color
display, the computer is easy to use and
is Bluetooth™ and ANT+ compatible. It
is powered by an integrated generator
system that eliminates the need to replace
batteries.
SPINPower® Studio Crank
Highly accurate (+/- 1%) power
measurement crank is easy to maintain
and is wirelessly connected to the
bike’s computer. Bluetooth™ and ANT+
compatibility enables it to connect to
popular apps and leaderboard systems.

350 lb.
Limit

SweatWicking
Design

Wedge Design Handlebar and
Seat Post
All-new wedge design keeps the
handlebars and seatpost secure and
solid, while remaining easy to adjust.
Dual Water Bottle Holder
Sturdy, oversized dual water bottle
holder on the handlebars allows
easy access.
Micro-Adjustable Resistance
Combined with a perimeter-weighted
flywheel, the powerful and simple
resistance system mimics the feel of being
on the road and infinitely adjusts to suit
the needs of every rider.

SPINPower® Studio Crank,
the most accurate power
meter for indoor cycling

MODEL NUMBER:
OVERALL DIMENSIONS (MAX):
OVERALL WEIGHT:
SHIPPING DIMENSIONS:
SHIPPING WEIGHT:
FLYWHEEL WEIGHT:
PEDAL TYPE:
COLOR:
WEIGHT LIMIT:
WARRANTY:
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Best-in-class LCD color
Back-lit Computer

10-027
(L X W X H) 58” L X 20” W X 48” H (147 X 52 X 122 CM)
124 LBS (56.2 KG)
47” X 39” X 11” (119 X 99 X 28 CM)
135 LBS (61.2 KG)
43 LBS (19.5 KG), PERIMETER-WEIGHTED
Dual-Sided SPD®-Compatible Pedals
Midnight Metallic Black
350 LBS (158.8 KG)
Frame: 10 years
Mechanical Parts: 2 years
Labor: 1 year
Wear Items: 90 days
Console: 1 year

Fully Adjustable Saddle and Handlebars
Precision vertical adjustments paired with
micro-adjustable fore/aft sliders
on both the saddle and handlebars
allow for a precise custom fit.
Dual-Sided SPD®-Compatible Pedals
Pedals accommodate both athletic and
cycling shoes, offering riders more
flexibility and functionality.
Easy Transport Wheels
and Stabilizer Feet
Front-end wheels allow for easy
portability while stabilizer feet
eliminate shaking.

SPINNING ®
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SPINNER PRO

®

SPINNER PRO®

Specifications and Features

1

Fusion Drive® Belt System
Poly-V Belt drivetrain delivers a smooth,
silent, and virtually maintenance-free ride.

2

Heavy Perimeter-Weighted Flywheel
43 lb (19.5 kg) perimeter-weighted flywheel
creates an authentic cycling feel for both
performance and rhythm-based riding.

3

Geometry
Bike frame geometry is designed to
provide riders with cycling-specific
positioning to provide a more comfortable,
efficient and powerful ride.

4

350 lb.
Limit

Heavy Duty Cranks

5

Wedge Design Handlebar and Seat Post
All-new wedge design keeps the
handlebars and seatpost secure and
solid, while remaining easy to adjust.

6

Dual Water Bottle Holder
Sturdy, oversized dual water bottle
holder on the handlebars allows
easy access.

7

Micro-Adjustable Resistance
Combined with a perimeter-weighted
flywheel, the powerful and simple
resistance system mimics the feel of being
on the road and infinitely adjusts to suit
the needs of every rider.

8

Adjustable Saddle and Handlebars
Both the handlebars and saddle have
precision vertical adjustments.
The saddle also has a micro-adjustable
fore/aft slider that allows for a more
precise fit.

9

Dual-Sided SPD®-Compatible Pedals
Pedals accommodate both athletic and
cycling shoes, offering riders more
flexibility and functionality.

SweatWicking
Design

Dual-Sided Pedals

Sweat-Resistant, Powder-Coated Steel
and Open Frame Design
Our umbrella design concept has been
incorporated throughout the entire bike with virtually no flat surfaces or entry
points for sweat!

Dual Water Bottle Cages

Easily Adjustable Stabilizer Feet

10 Large structural plastic feet are
MODEL NUMBER:
OVERALL DIMENSIONS (MAX):
OVERALL WEIGHT:
SHIPPING DIMENSIONS:
SHIPPING WEIGHT:
FLYWHEEL WEIGHT:
PEDAL TYPE:
COLOR:
WEIGHT LIMIT:
WARRANTY:
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10-027
(L X W X H) 58” L X 20” W X 48” H (147 X 52 X 122 CM)
124 LBS (56.2 KG)
47” X 39” X 11” (119 X 99 X 28 CM)
135 LBS (61.2 KG)
43 LBS (19.5 KG), PERIMETER-WEIGHTED
Dual-Sided SPD®-Compatible Pedals
Midnight Metallic Black
350 LBS (158.8 KG)
Frame: 10 years
Mechanical Parts: 2 years
Labor: 1 year
Wear Items: 90 days

corrosion-free, easy to adjust and
provide stability on all floor surfaces.

11

Easy Transport Wheels
Front-end wheels allow for easy
movement of the bike.
Heavy-duty Crank and Bearings

12 Our proprietary Morse Taper
connection and oversized
bearings and crank arms
provide the most durable
system on the market.

SPINNING ®

see more
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COMMERCIAL BIKES
SPINNER® BIKES BUILT FOR THE STUDIO

COMPARISON CHART
FEATURE

CHRONO® NXT™ POWER

NXT®

PRO™ POWER

PRO®

Fusion Drive® belt system
Perimeter-weighted flywheel

43 lbs

43 lbs

43 lbs

43 lbs

43 lbs

Weight limit

350 lbs

350 lbs

350 lbs

350 lbs

350 lbs

Bike weight

110 lbs

126 lbs

126 lbs

126 lbs

126 lbs

Maximum handlebar height

47"

47”

47"

45”

45"

Maximum seat height

46"

46”

46"

46”

46"

Fore/Aft adjustment on handlebars
Fore/Aft adjustable seat
Integrated dual water bottle holder
Dual sided, SPD®-compatible pedals
Linear-resistance system™

SPINNER® COMMERCIAL BIKES

Front-end transport wheels for easy transport

TOP LEFT:

Chrono®

TOP RIGHT:

NXT™ Power

RIGHT:

Spinner NXT™

SPINPower® Studio Crank included

BOTTOM LEFT:

PRO™ Power

Magnetic resistance system

BOTTOM RIGHT:

Spinner PRO®

SPINPower® Studio Crank compatible

SPINPower® Studio Computer/
Multi-color back lit display
Power source - built-in generator
Rust-resistant steel frame
Lightweight, rust-resistant aluminum frame
Commercial grade aluminum adjustments

48” Long X

Bike dimensions

20.4” Wide

48” Long X 20.4” Wide X

48” Long X 20.4” Wide

X 49.5”

50” Height

X 48” Height

Height
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CONNECTED
BIKES

SPINNING® Studio Connect™
The live workout loved by millions at studios
and gyms worldwide is now available in digital
form with Spinning® Studio Connect™ –our
connected commercial line of bikes with a
dedicated screen and a single user profile,
which means no extra set up or log in, just
hop on and ride with the best indoor cycling
coaches in the world.
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SPINNING® STUDIO CONNECT™
1

2

Commercial 21.5” Touch
Screen
4D commercial display delivers
clear, crisp and colorful digital
content direct from Spinning®,
the creators of indoor cycling
delivers exceptional durability.

5

Quick-Start or User Login
Users can ride as a guest or
create an account to capture
personalized metrics and
performance tracking.

6

Wired or Wireless Operation
The Spinning® Studio Connect™
system can be hard-wired via
an ethernet cable or connected
wirelessly to Spinning® Studio
Connect™ digital content.

9
Personalized Metrics
Ride summary and workout
history allows riders the ability
to set goals, track performance
and reach milestones.

50

Audio Options
Riders can connect to audio
wirelessly or use a standard
headphone jack provided

10
Expertly Coached Rides
As the leading indoor cycling
instructor certification program,
we provide energetic digital
rides that balance the fun,
expertise and science of live
classes offered at top studios
and gyms worldwide.

SPINNING®

3
SPINPower® Studio Crank
All commercial Spinner®
The SPINPower® crank
incorporates a dual-mode chip
that transmits signals in both
Bluetooth® and Ant+, making
the system compatible with any
leaderboard, tablet or phone.

7
Spinning® Digital
With nearly 1,000 rides (new
rides added daily), users can
select the level, duration, ride
format, instructor and training
goal that best suits their
training needs.

11
Real-Time Metrics
Digital content overlays
provide easy-to-read metrics
including power (watts,
average watts and maximum
watts), hear rate, cadence,
time, distance and calories
burned.

4
Integrated Screen Mount
Our patented screen
mount provides a perfectly
positioned heads-up display
that’s independent of the
handlebars to allow for easy
bar adjustments

8
Power Tests
With nearly 1,000 rides (new
rides added daily), users can
select the level, duration, ride
format, instructor and training
goal that best suits their
training needs.

12
Same Great Studio Bikes
– Available in the same models
of bikes used in the indoor
cycling room with tutorials that
make it easy for newcomers to
learn the bike and movements
before transitioning to live
classes.

SPINNING ®
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CHRONO

®

Studio Connect

™

CHRONO®

1

Commercial 21.5” Touch Screen
4D commercial display delivers clear, crisp
and colorful digital content direct from
Spinning®.

Specifications and Features

2

Fusion Drive® Belt System
Poly-V Belt drivetrain delivers a smooth,
silent, and virtually maintenance-free ride.

3

Magnetic Resistance System
Patented magnetic resistance system
has more magnets and provides greater
resistance variability at any cadence.

4

Aluminum Frame
Durable aluminum frame resists corrosion
and incorporates shaped tubing and
panels that provide an unrivaled aesthetic
and unparalleled sweat-resistance.

5

Best-in-Class Self-Powered Computer
Equipped with a large, ultra-bright color
display, the computer is easy to use and
is Bluetooth™ and ANT+ compatible. It is
powered by an integrated generator system
that eliminates the need to replace batteries.

6

SPINPower® Studio Crank
Highly accurate (+/- 1%) power
measurement crank is easy to maintain
and is wirelessly connected to the
bike’s computer. Bluetooth™ and ANT+
compatiblity enables it to connect to
popular apps and leaderboard systems.

with Studio Connect™

350 lb.
Limit

Commercial
21.5” Touch Screen
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Patented magnetic
resistance system with
perimeter-weighted flywheel

Perimeter-Weighted Flywheel
New larger diameter, perimeterweighted flywheel integrates with an
improved magnetic resistance system to
provide an authentic cycling feel for both
performance and rhythm-based riding.

7

SweatWicking
Design

8

Fully Adjustable Saddle and Handlebars
Precision vertical adjustments paired
with micro-adjustable fore/aft sliders on
both saddle and handlebars allow for a
precise custom fit.

9

Easily Adjustable Stabilizer Feet
Large structural plastic feet are
corrosion-free, easy to adjust and
provide stability on all floor surfaces.

10

Transport Wheels
Edge-mounted transport wheels allow
for easy portability.

11

Dual Water Bottle Holder
Handlebar-mounted water bottle
holder allow for fast, easy access to
hydration during rides.

SPINPower® Studio Crank

SPINNING ®
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SPINNER NXT
™

®

Studio Connect

SPINNER NXT®™
with Studio Connect

Specifications and Features

Commercial 21.5” Touch Screen
4D commercial display delivers clear,
crisp and colorful digital content direct
from Spinning®.
Fusion Drive® Belt System
Poly-V Belt drivetrain delivers a smooth,
silent, and virtually maintenance-free ride.
Heavy Perimeter-Weighted Flywheel
43 lb (19.5 kg) perimeter-weighted flywheel
creates an authentic cycling feel for both
performance and rhythm-based riding.
Frame Design and Geometry
The bike incorporates a larger, heavyduty, sweat-resistant, steel frame design
which provides maximum durability and
stability. The cycling-specific geometry
is designed to afford riders a more
comfortable, efficient and powerful ride.
SPINPower® Studio Crank
Highly accurate (+/- 1%) power
measurement crank is easy to maintain
and is wirelessly connected to the
bike’s computer. Bluetooth™ and ANT+
compatibility enables it to connect to
popular apps and leaderboard systems.
Wedge Design Handlebar and
Seat Post
All-new wedge design keeps the
handlebars and seatpost secure and
solid, while remaining easy to adjust.

350 lb.
Limit

Micro-Adjustable Resistance
Combined with a perimeter-weighted
flywheel, the powerful and simple
resistance system mimics the feel of
being on the road and infinitely adjusts
to suit the needs of every rider.

SweatWicking
Design

Fully Adjustable Saddle and Handlebars
Precision vertical adjustments paired with
micro-adjustable fore/aft sliders
on both the saddle and handlebars
allow for a precise custom fit.
Dual Water Bottle Holder
Sturdy, oversized dual water bottle holder
on the handlebars allows easy access.
Commercial
21.5” Touch Screen

SPINPower® Studio
Crank

Dual-Sided SPD®-Compatible Pedals
Pedals accommodate both athletic and
cycling shoes, offering riders more
flexibility and functionality.
Easy Transport Wheels and Stabilizer Feet
Front-end wheels allow for easy
portability while stabilizer feet eliminate
shaking.
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SPINNER PRO
™

®

Studio Connect

SPINNER PRO®™
with Studio Connect

Specifications and Features

Commercial 21.5” Touch Screen
4D commercial display delivers clear,
crisp and colorful digital content direct
from Spinning®.
Fusion Drive® Belt System
Poly-V Belt drivetrain delivers a smooth,
silent, and virtually maintenance-free ride.
Heavy Perimeter-Weighted Flywheel
43 lb (19.5 kg) perimeter-weighted flywheel
creates an authentic cycling feel for both
performance and rhythm-based riding.
Sweat-Resistant, Powder-Coated Steel
and Open Frame Design
Our umbrella design concept has been
incorporated throughout the entire bike with virtually no flat surfaces or entry
points for sweat!

8

SPINPower® Studio Crank
Highly accurate (+/- 1%) power
measurement crank is easy to maintain
and is wirelessly connected to the
bike’s computer. Bluetooth™ and ANT+
compatibility enables it to connect to
popular apps and leaderboard systems.
Wedge Design Handlebar and
Seat Post
All-new wedge design keeps the
handlebars and seatpost secure and
solid, while remaining easy to adjust.
350 lb.
Limit

Dual Water Bottle Holder
Sturdy, oversized dual water bottle holder
on the handlebars allows
easy access.

SweatWicking
Design

Micro-Adjustable Resistance
Combined with a perimeter-weighted
flywheel, the powerful and simple
resistance system mimics the feel of being
on the road and infinitely adjusts to suit the
needs of every rider.
Adjustable Saddle and Handlebars
Both the handlebars and saddle have
precision vertical adjustments.
The saddle also has a micro-adjustable
fore/aft slider that allows for a more
precise fit.
SPINPower® Studio Crank

Commercial
21.5” Touch Screen

Dual-Sided SPD®-Compatible Pedals
Pedals accommodate both athletic and
cycling shoes, offering riders more
flexibility and functionality.
Easy Transport Wheels
and Stabilizer Feet
Front-end wheels allow for easy
portability while stabilizer feet
eliminate shaking.
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APPS + TECH
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SPINNING® STUDIO CONNECT™
The live workout loved by millions at
studios and gyms around the world
makes its digital debut at gyms, hotels,
residential properties and vacation
rentals as Spinning® Studio Connect™
–our commercial line of bikes with a
dedicated screen and a single user
profile, which means no extra set up or
log in. Just hop on and ride with the best
indoor cycling coaches in the world.
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•

•
•

Leverages instructor network and
delivers on-demand content, drawing
from an extensive content library.
Compatible with any model commercial
Spinner® bike.
A powerful awareness and acquisition tool
to attract new users to the Spinning® brand.

SPINNING ®
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SOLUTIONS FOR INSTRUCTORS
PROBLEM
Class planning and playlist creation is a time burden
(averaging 1-2 hours per class)
SOLUTION
An easy-to-use class planner or preformatted classes
for Spinning® instructors that cuts down on planning time
PROBLEM
Gym managers and owners don’t have the bandwidth to
QA every class profile and playlist
SOLUTION
Our library of preformatted classes provides a consistent
class experience, designed by the experts at Spinning®
PROBLEM
Students experience inconsistencies between locations,
classes and instructors
SOLUTION
Classes are created to be unique but deliver a consistent
brand experience

SPINStudio

TM

SPINPro

TM

Metrics in the palm of your hand – anywhere with
any connected equipment! SPINStudioTM turns your
smartphone into a great cycling computer when paired
with Bluetooth® accessories such as heart-rate monitors,
cadence sensors and power meters.

SPINPro™ gives instructors the teaching tools to deliver
consistent Spinning® classes around the globe. Ease the
burden on instructors, gym managers and studio owners
with a class builder – created by the brand with the most
recognized indoor cycling certification on the planet.

Track your Spinning® workout in real-time and view
performance history with data that delivers insights into
your workout.

•
•
•

Data pushes to the rider’s global Spinning® ID for ride history
and insights from home, studio and on-the-go workouts

•
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Promotes consistency, quality and safety
Allows instructors to quickly create amazing classes
Delivers preformatted classes developed by Spinning®
Master Instructors
Takes the guesswork out of formatting classes and cueing

SPINNING ®
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SPINNING®
LEADERBOARD
The Spinning® Leaderboard creates a branded
leaderboard experience in the studio. Rider data
such as power, cadence, speed, and heart rate is
displayed and tracked for improved performance
ON-DEMAND
On-demand Spinning® classes provide an off-hour
opportunity for members to ride when no live classes are
booked in the cycling room.
AVATARS
Riders can create avatars for a gamified experience
and interact with fellow studio riders.
INTERACTIVE SCENERY
Virtual 3D tracks, different camera angles, dynamic
scenes, lighting control, real-time group activity.
TIED TO APPS
Recap of ride metrics from a studio class automatically
pushes to the Spinning® app, so all the rider’s history –
studio, home and beyond –are in one place!
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Recap of ride metrics from a studio
class automatically pushes to the
Spinning® app, so all the rider’s
history – studio, home and beyond
– are in one place!

Riders can create avatars for a
gamified experience and interact
with fellow studio riders.

SPINNING ®
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SPINPOWER® CRANKS
Recreate the sensation of outdoor cycling and enhance your indoor cycling experience by adding power-meter
technology to any commercial Spinner® bike and select home bikes with the SPINPower ® Studio Crank or the
SPINPower ® Performance Crank.
Our easy-to-use, bolt-on power cranks enable riders to accurately measure performance and track progress,
featuring a water-resistant battery pack and oversized compartment for extra cells to create an exceptionally long
battery life. Compatible with the Integrated Studio Display, the Spinning® apps and Spinning® Leaderboard

COMPUTERS
Monitor your performance and continually challenge yourself with our Spinning®
bike computers—accurate measurement for maximum results.
SPINPOWER® STUDIO COMPUTER
ITEM NUMBER: 10-011

• Track power, cadence and heart rate with the SPINPower ® Studio Computer.
Fully compatible with the SPINPower ® Studio Crank, the Studio Computer automatically
pairs with any ANT+ compatible heart rate monitor for easy use. Its memory settings and
standard backlight display make it intuitive and easy to use.
• Fully compatible with the SPINPower ® Studio Crank, and automatically pairs with any ANT+
compatible heart rate monitor for easy use
• Features a dedicated interval function for SPINPower ® programming
• Standard backlight display and code memory during battery replacement
• Accommodates three batteries for extended use

STUDIO SPINPOWER® STUDIO CRANK

• Fits any commercial series Spinner® bikes, and comes with a one-year warranty on the
console and sensor

ITEM NUMBER: 10-009

SPINNING® STUDIO COMPUTER
ITEM NUMBER: 7944REV2

• Continually displays cadence, heart rate, time, distance and calories
• Automatically pairs with any ANT+ compatible heart rate monitor, and can be paired with the
SPINPower® Studio Crank
• Features low-power consumption, a large backlit display, and code memory during
battery replacement
• Fits all commercial series Spinner® bikes, and comes with a one-year warranty on the
console and sensor
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• Bolt-on solution provides highly accurate
power measurement
• Heavy-duty crank
• Extra long-lasting, water-resistant battery pack
• ANT+ and Bluetooth® Smart connection
compatible with most cycle computers and
mobile devices
• Retrofits all commercial Spinner ® bikes
• Compatible with the Integrated Studio Display,
the Spinning® apps and Spinning® Leaderboard
SPINNING ®
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SENSORS
Pair a Spinning® Connect™ heart rate monitor or cadence sensor with apps like Spinning® Connect™ or Spinning®
Digital to capture real-time data during your workout.
SPINNING® CONNECT™ DUAL MODE
ARMBAND HEART RATE MONITOR
ITEM NUMBER: 5949
• Heart rate transmitter strap with Bluetooth®
Smart and ANT+ technology
• Compatible with Spinning® commercial
computers, including SPINPower® Computer
• Compatible with most on-board
bike computers
• Compatible with mobile electronics that
receive Bluetooth® signals
SPINNING® CONNECT™ DUAL HEART RATE
MONITOR CHEST STRAP
ITEM NUMBER: 7458
• Train with heart. Get the most out of your
• Spinning® classes with Spinning® Connect™,
our heart rate transmitter strap with
• Bluetooth® Smart and ANT+ technology
• Compatible with all Spinning® commercial
computers
• Compatible with most on-board bike
computers

SPINNING® CONNECT™ DUAL MODE
CADENCE SENSOR
ITEM NUMBER: 7955REV3
• Dual-mode cadence sensor is compatible with
both Bluetooth® and ANT+ mobile devices
• Attaches to any Spinner® bike or indoor
cycling bike crank, as well as most outdoor
bikes, to track and capture real-time cycling
cadence (RPM)
• One-time pairing when used with Spinning®
apps or other tracking apps – whether you
use the sensor at home or in the studio
• Replaceable common CR2032 coin cell battery
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PEDALS
With a unique patented design and enhanced functionality, the TRIO® and TRIO QR® pedals set the standard for
indoor cycling pedals. Both pedals deliver three distinct ways to connect to any indoor cycling bikes.
1. Snap-in pedal platform with toe cages for athletic shoes
2. SPD®-compatible cleats for mountain biking (MTB) shoes

ACCESSORIES

3. LOOK® Delta-compatible cleats for road cycling shoes
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TRIO® QR™ PEDALS
ITEM NUMBER: 7916, 7916-MT
• Adapts to SPD®-compatible and LOOK®
Delta-compatible cycling shoes
Includes a snap-in pedal platform with a toe
cage for athletic, non-cycling shoes
• One touch of the quick release lever
allows the user to easily remove the pedal
platform and toe cage
• Available in both standard threaded and
non-threaded (Morse Taper) models

TRIO® QR™ Standard Thread (7916)
Compatible with any indoor cycling bike with a
9/16” thread fitting

SPINNING®

TRIO® QR™ Morse Taper (Non-threaded, 7916-MT)
Not compatible with Spinner® Home Bikes, for
Commercial use only (commercial Spinner® bikes
manufactured after 2012)

SPINNING ®
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PEDALS

CLEATS
SPD®-COMPATIBLE CLEATS
ITEM NUMBER: 7946
• SPD®-compatible
• Use with Spinning® Dual sided, Trio® QR™ and
Trio® Pedals™

TRIO® PEDALS
ITEM NUMBER: 7915, 7915-MT
DELTA-COMPATIBLE CLEATS

• Easily adapts to riders with SPD® and LOOK®
Delta-compatible cycling shoes

ITEM NUMBER: 7950

• Includes a snap-in pedal platform with a toe
cage for athletic, non-cycling shoes

• Clip into your Spinner® bike and notice an
immediate improvement in your ride. Two easy-toposition cleats are included to complete your pair of
Spinning® shoes

• Features an oversized pedal spindle with
commercial sealed bearings for a
longer lifespan

• Look® Delta compatible
• Use with Spinning® Trio® QR™ and Trio® pedals

TOOLS
SPINTECH® THREADLESS CRANK AND PEDAL
REMOVAL TOOL.
ITEM NUMBER: 10-012
TRIO® Standard Thread (7915)

TRIO® Morse Taper (7915-MT)

Compatible with Home Spinner ® Bikes and
commercial bikes that have a 9/16” thread fitting

Compatible only with commercial Spinner ® bikes,
(manufactured after 2012)
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• Heavy-duty, high-quality steel-constructed tools
• Package contains threadless pedal and crank
removal tool for easy maintenance of Spinner® bikes
• Provides the perfect tools when upgrading standard
threadless pedals to Trio® and Trio® QR™ pedals

SPINNING ®
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ACCESSORIES
SPINNER ® BIKE FLOOR MAT
ITEM NUMBER: 7957REV1

• Protects your floor or carpets from sweat and moisture

CYCLING SHOES
The right cycling shoes can make a good ride a great ride! SPIN® Pro Indoor Cycling Shoes are comfortable and
offer performance, stability and durability! Make the switch from athletic shoes or sneakers to cycling shoes,
and you will experience a more comfortable, efficient and safer ride along with increased power and a better
connection to the bike with every pedal stroke.

• Helps reduce noise and vibration
• Durable and waterproof
• 60 x 30 x ¼ in (152.4 cm x 76.2 cm)

BIG CHILL WATER BOTTLE
ITEM NUMBER: 7816-01

• Streamlined ergonomic design offers excellent squeezability
without compromising bottle grip
• Removable nozzle for easy cleaning. TruTaste™ technology lets
you taste your beverage, not your bottle
• 25 oz., BPA free
SPINNING® TOWEL
ITEM NUMBER: 7710-38

• The official towel from Spinning® made from 100% cotton
• Black-and-red, double-sided reverse design with large
Spinning® logo
• 82 x 33 in (32 x 13 cm)
• Also available in black/purple (7710-10), black/white (7710-23) and
black/blue (7710-39)
SPINNING ® MIC BELT W/ VERTICAL POUCH
ITEM NUMBER: 7953

• This microphone carrier belt holds transmitters vertically. It
features reinforced belt edges for increased durability and
fits most of today’s latest and most popular transmitters
• Stabilizes microphone and protects against perspiration
• Bound (reinforced) neoprene belt provides longer life
• Belt adjusts up to 42 inches
SPINNING ® PREMIUM BIKE GEL SEAT COVER
ITEM NUMBER: 7902

• A saddle that is as comfortable as it is supportive, perfect for
endurance rides
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SPIN® PRO INDOOR CYCLING SHOES
ITEM NUMBER: 4400-01CT
• Reinforced toe and full heel support for improved stability
• Secure and quick shoe closure with ratchet buckle and two hook & loop straps

• Bottom layer of dense, closed-cell padding provides a
firm foundation

• Treaded sole for grip and balance when walking

• Top layer of soft, open-cell padding offers ultimate comfort

• Perforated insole is lightweight, comfortable and quick drying

• Fits Commercial series and all Spinner® bikes manufactured after 2016

• Compatible with SPD® cleats

• Perforated uppers for optimal breathability and ventilation

SPINNING ®
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SPINNING® INSTRUCTOR
CERTIFICATION PROGRAM

Certified Spinning® Instructors are the most highly
trained, best-supported and most sought-after fitness
professionals on the planet. They share an incredible
dedication to the principles and passion for which the
Spinning® program is so widely known and loved.
LIVE AND ONLINE CERTIFICATION
Our drive to create great instructors starts with the
Spinning® Instructor Certification, a comprehensive
program led by Spinning® Master Instructors. The
training is delivered in both a live, interactive setting or
as an online course. Whether live or online, instructors
are provided all the tools and techniques needed to fill
classes and deliver life-changing rides.
The Spinning® program has offered live, interactive
certification trainings for the last 30 years. Now, we’re
proud to offer the same incredible program online,
featuring all of the same great content as our live
certification with videos led by Spinning® Master
Instructors. A Spinning® certification can be completed
at any time from the comfort of home.

BRIDGE PROGRAM
For instructors who already may be certified by other
indoor cycling programs and looking to quickly become
Spinning® certified, Spinning® also offers a live and
online Bridge certification program, providing a quick
and convenient way to learn all of the core tenants of the
Spinning® program.

SPINNING® INSTRUCTOR PATHWAY
We strive to offer the best possible experience for our
students. Our mission is to ensure that all instructors
possess the necessary skills to teach fun, safe and
effective classes. We have found that the world’s most
successful instructors accomplish this through powerbased training, advanced exercise science information,
and superior class-building and delivery skills.
With those goals in mind, we are offering new
certifications, continuing education workshops, and
online courses to give instructors the ability to develop
the essential skills to stay ahead of the pack. With
the Spinning® Instructor Pathway, instructors can set
themselves apart by earning Level 2—Advanced and
Level 3—Elite status.

For more information on the Spinning® Instructor Pathway, visit Spinning.com/become-an-instructor
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SPINNING® INSTRUCTOR PATHWAY

The Spinning® Instructor Certification Program
Comprehensive course that provides the practical knowledge and skills to become a dynamic indoor cycling leader.
Instructors will learn how to:
• Recommend the appropriate bike fit settings for class participants
• Ride with optimal technique for safety and performance
• Understand and use metrics like heart rate, cadence and power
• Deliver cues that motivate and coach riders to get the most out of every ride
• Lead a class using predesigned Spinning® class profiles
• Create classes based on ride type or training goals
• Choose songs and create playlists that complement the terrain, intensity and rhythm of every ride
SPINPower® Instructor Certification
SPINPower® is the global leader for power-based education and programming in the indoor cycling industry.
When instructors learn to teach with power metrics and training zones, they realize what a game-changer power is
when it comes to motivating, performance-oriented rides. Whether instructors attend the live, in-person training or
take the online training at home, they will learn how to:
• Confidently describe the benefits of power-based training to riders of all levels.
• Explain why Spinner® bikes measure actual power and accurate, not estimated caloric expenditure.
• Coach riders to optimize their power and efficiency through bike setup, pedaling mechanics and riding technique.
• Conduct ramp tests in class to help riders identify their Personal Spinning® Threshold (PST).
• Lead classes with new terminology and cues that help riders achieve powerful results.
• Create SPINPower® class profiles with effective templates to focus on strength, speed, stamina and power.
Rockstar Spinning® Instructor Certification
Rockstar Spinning® Instructor Certification turns a good instructor into a true rock star. This specialty certification
blends essential health and exercise science with key practical skills needed to become a top-tier instructor.
Instructors will learn how to:
• Apply exercise science to ride profiles
• Prepare performance-oriented rides like a Master Instructor
• Diversify language for an amazing mind/body experience
• Choose music for the ultimate playlists
• Use visuals to enhance the total sensory experience
• Practice verbal delivery, body language and more!
Level Up
Both SPINPower® and Rockstar Certifications are part of the Spinning® Instructor Certification Pathway, which
provides instructors with the opportunity to progress to the next step in their careers, and also the next level in the
Pathway. If instructors are already a certified Spinning® Instructor, they progress from Level 1 to Level 2—Advanced
with either specialty certification. If you’re Level 2 you will climb to Level 3—Elite status.
All three certifications are offered live, online and virtually. Instructors can find a live training nearby or register for
online training and get started right away. With each certification, instructors will receive:
• Instructor Course Manual
• Study Guide
• Two Master Instructor rides
• Online Continuing Education Credits: 14 SPIN, 7 AFAA, .7 NASM, .7 ACE
• Live Continuing Education Credits: 14 SPIN, 8 AFAA, .8 NASM, .8 ACE
• Eligibility to join the SPIN® membership program with access to free monthly profiles and playlists, on demand
videos to build your skills, discounts on all things Spinning® and more!
SPINNING ®
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ONLINE CERTIFICATION

Online Spinning® Instructor
Certification is truly the first of
its kind. No other indoor cycling
program offers an online course
as engaging, thorough, and fun.

Getting certified as a Spinning® instructor is now
more possible than ever: Spinning® is proud to offer its
world-class Spinning® Instructor Certification online.
Taught by our team of top Master Instructors, the
online Spinning® Instructor Certification program is
more accessible than ever and delivers the same great
content as our live trainings.
The online Spinning® Instructor Certification program
features videos and interactive quizzes that deliver a
complete overview of the Spinning® program. And like
a live training day, there are two rides led by Master
Instructors that demonstrate the foundations of the
Spinning® program, providing instructors with all the
tools they need to lead a successful class. The online
Spinning® Instructor Certification program offers the
flexibility for instructors to learn at their own pace, from
the comfort of home.
.
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SPIN® MEMBERSHIP

As a Spinning® instructor, fitness professionals join
a team of more than 300,000 instructors worldwide.
We bring that team together through the Spinning®
Program Instructor Network (SPIN®), our exclusive
program that delivers the discounts and resources
that instructors need to stay competitive.
With SPIN® membership, instructors also receive a
host of unbeatable benefits and discounts, including:
• $25 Store Credit to use at Spinning.com
• One Free Online Course worth up to 5
CECs
• Free Monthly Class Profiles & Playlists
• Free Digital Library of rides, profiles and
short video tutorials designed to boost every
instructor’s skills and confidence
• 15% off Education
• 50% off Certification Renewal
• 20% off Apparel
• 20% off Cycling Shoes
• 20% off Fitness Computers
• 15% off Spinner® Bikes
• 20% off Accessories
• 15% off Global Events

Members also receive free education refreshers,
access to Spinning® Instructor News and an online
instructor profile.
For more information on the SPIN® membership and
becoming a SPIN® member, visit:
www.spinning.com/instructors/spin-membership
Join our Online Community
Our social media pages are where our global
community truly comes alive. Every day, thousands of
Spinning® instructors and enthusiasts share their
stories of success and triumph. Instructors can also
keep up on the latest developments in the Spinning®
program and sign up for one of our spectacular
global events. Like and follow us today!

SPINNING ®
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ROCKSTAR SPINNING®
INSTRUCTOR CERTIFICATION

Available online as well as live, Rockstar Spinning®
Instructor Certification offers advanced coaching skills
that turn a Level 1 instructor into a true rockstar.

YOU WILL LEARN

This training will take instructors to the next step in
joining an elite group of the most highly-trained fitness
professionals in the world, and enables them to provide
life-changing rides and training programs for students,
athletes, and enthusiasts everywhere.

• How to layer on the motivating elements that craft a
great ride into the profile by using additional aspects
like language, music and visuals

In the Rockstar certification, instructors first review the
foundational and scientific principles of the Spinning®
program, then learn how to create and deliver incredible
rides that apply next-level knowledge, skills and
techniques in a fun and energetic way.

• How to create epic ride profiles by applying more
advanced depth, details and guidance

• Superior verbal delivery, microphone skills and
physical communication strategies
• How to become a better coach who fills every class to
capacity and keeps students coming back for more!

SPINPOWER®
CERTIFICATION PROGRAM

SPINPower® is the global leader for power-based
education and programming in the indoor cycling
industry. Thanks to the incredible Chrono® bike, NXT™
Power and PRO™ Power bikes. It’s easy to combine
power-based training with top-of-the-line equipment.
Our innovation in power-meter technology delivers real,
measurable results for instructors and students alike
When you learn to teach with power metrics and training
zones, instructors can see what a game-changer power
is when it comes to motivating, performance-oriented
rides. Whether you attend the live, in-person training or
take the online training at home, riders get instruction
from Power Specialist Master Instructors who deliver a
complete overview of power-based training and how it
will ensure every rider’s success.
SPINPower® received approval as a continuing education
course provider from USA Cycling and USA Triathlon.
USAC and USAT are the national governing bodies
for cycling and triathlon in the United States. Both are
members of the United States Olympic Committee.
`
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YOU WILL LEARN
• The principles of fitness training and physiology,
with a simple scale of measuring to accurately
assess performance
• What power is, how it is measured and why
it’s important
• The relationship between power, RPE, heart rate
and cadence
• How to help riders be their own coach through
biometric feedback validating and recording their
specific training, no matter what fitness level they are
The SPINPower® Certification Program provides
Spinning® instructors with all of the latest exercise
science tools while completely taking the guesswork
out of training, effectively empowering Spinning®
instructors to accurately measure their students’
performance and deliver true fitness results.
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CONTINUING EDUCATION
We are committed to helping every instructor teach the
best indoor cycling classes possible. We offer dozens of
online courses and live workshops designed to keep
instructors up-to-date on all of the latest health and
exercise science information while earning CECs.
Spinning® continuing education courses are also
recognized by leading fitness organizations, including
ACE, AFAA, NASM and USA Cycling.

ONLINE LEARNING
The Spinning® program offers exceptional online
education for instructors. All of our online courses are
developed to enhance teaching skills with specialized
courses in areas like heart rate training, class design,
periodization, performance, weight loss, coaching
and more. This mobile, self-paced learning also
offers the quickest way for instructors to earn CECs
and keep their certification current. Stay in the know
anywhere and anytime with Spinning® online courses.
STAY CONNECTED WITH SPINNING®
We are always evolving to provide the best experience
for riders. We want to ensure that every instructor
remains certified and gets all of the latest tools and
resources in indoor cycling. Featuring interactive
elements and videos, the Spinning® Instructor
Essentials course keeps instructors up-to-date on all
of the latest developments in the Spinning® program
while they earn all of the CECs they need to keep their
certification current.
ALWAYS STAY CERTIFIED
The Recertification Course is the solution to a lapsed
certification. This comprehensive course will get you
recertified and riding in the right direction. Every
instructor owes it to their students to apply all of the
latest tools and resources to create an incredible
class experience. With engaging videos, profiles, and
playlists, the Recertification Course keeps instructors
informed on every update in the Spinning® program, and
is an effective way to regain current certification status.
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DELIVER TRUE FITNESS RESULTS
The Spinning® program is a great component to any
well-rounded weight loss plan. Principles for Effective
Weight Loss examines every factor that leads to
successful weight loss, including healthy habits,
common misconceptions, exercise scheduling and the
best ways to track goals.
While some clients have lofty weight loss goals, it is
important to keep the technical and realistic options
in mind. With Fitness Assessments for Spinning®,
instructors learn how to administer an accurate fitness
assessment both safely and successfully by examining
how to assess body composition, cardiorespiratory
endurance and flexibility.
Instructors can take their riders even further with
Periodization for Peak Performance. This course helps
instructors attract more students to their Spinning®
classes by integrating the concept of periodization, the
process of dividing a set period of time into different
forms of training. This course explains how to correctly
partition a year into a periodized training schedule, and
take home year-long periodization schedules for both
new and experienced riders.
GET THE BEST OUT OF EVERY RIDER
At Spinning®, we want riders to leave class feeling like
a champion and eager to come back for more. We help
instructors deliver that feeling with a number of online
courses aimed directly at building the best exercise
program for everyone.
Aerobic Exercise stresses the importance of this vital
component to any well-rounded fitness program. This
course helps instructors impart the importance of
aerobic exercise and how it ensures long-term success
and optimum health.
We also enable instructors to bring energy and life to
every ride with Cadence, Heart Rate and Class Design.
Demonstrate to students how to maximize efficiency by
incorporating cadence drills and heart rate games that
will help them train like professional cyclists.

Of course, maximum performance requires the optimal
breathing. With Breathing Techniques, instructors use
the concepts of this class to teach proper breathing
techniques that enhance performance and reduce
exercise stress.

At the same time, Spinning® Energy Zones® covers
every intensity zone of training, from all-out Race Day
rides to restorative Recovery sessions. This course
gives instructors a complete guide to training principles
and objectives for each intensity zone.

The mind/body connection is another essential part of
the Spinning® program, and we help instructors put it
into practice. Mental Training teaches ways
to reach peak performance, how to use a singleminded focus and what parasympathetic stimulation
can do for an exercise regimen.

SPINNING® INSTRUCTOR QUICK QUIZZES
Instructors can earn one SPIN® CEC with every Quick
Course completed. Quick Courses combine articles
on specific topics with short quizzes. They are a timeeffective way to gain helpful teaching instruction and
exercise science knowledge.

DESIGN RIDES FOR EVERYONE
Spinning® is designed for everyone, from the person
new to exercise to the performance cyclist. As a
result, we want instructors to be aware of the special
considerations for everyone who enters a Spinning®
class. Active Older Adults shows how to communicate
with this group, taking into account aging students’
physiological and psychological needs.

Certified Spinning® Instructors
are already at the top of their class.
With the continuing education
program from Spinning®, instructors
will learn to lead the most effective
indoor cycling classes in the world.
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There’s no better way to get
hands-on instruction from a
world-class Spinning® Master
Instructor than our live workshops.
Fitness professionals can learn in
a fun, fast-paced and exciting
atmosphere with these live
two-and four-hour workshops:

TWO-HOUR WORKSHOPS
ENERGIZE YOUR RIDE
With 3-Part Cues, instructors learn and practice how
to connect and motivate riders with a technique we’ve
developed called 3-part cues. In this workshop, students
create the most impactful phrases, corrective cues and
technique tips to address every rider in their class.
An authentic cycling skill, sprinting challenges the
body’s ability to attain and recover from high levels of
power output. In The 5-Step Sprint, instructors apply
step-by-step technique for preparing, cueing and safely
executing sprints.
Loops and Ladders delivers a variety of aerobic
and anaerobic options to design rides for cadence
building, resistance loading, practicing transitions and
interval training.
Rating of Perceived Exertion: It’s More than a Feeling
guides instructors to use and apply the RPE scale in
classes. Combining a rider’s rating of perceived exertion
(RPE) with heart rate training helps strengthen the mind/
body connection.
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Music is a powerful element of class that enhances
the rider’s experience and keeps them motivated. In
Music, Movement and Motivation, instructors learn
how to connect music and rhythm with movement to
elicit an emotional response. They will take home great
suggestions and playlists from this exciting workshop.

In Strength, Hills and Power, instructors can deliver real
fitness benefits to riders by advancing their knowledge
and skills with new techniques for hill climbs. This
workshop explains all the physiological benefits of
training on hills and how they can get their students
hearts racing.

Finally, recovery is one of the most essential Energy
Zones® in the Spinning® program, and it’s key to achieving
fitness results. The Art of Recovery takes an in-depth
look at the amazing benefits of recovery and why it is so
important in training.

ENTER THE ENERGY ZONES®
Spinning® offers three in-depth looks at how the Spinning®
Energy Zones® are an instrumental part of any fitness
program.

GET READY TO CLIMB
Climbing is one of the most exciting aspects of any
Spinning® ride, and we ensure instructors deliver that
incredible feeling with these workshops.
Climbing starts with loading resistance, which is a great
way to energize riders. Resistance Loading and Cadence
Building enables instructors to develop profiles that will
keep their riders focused and excited by using these two
essential techniques.
Instructors can challenge riders even more with Creative
Climbs. This workshop identifies, discusses and
demonstrates several key strategies for engaging, safe
and fun climbs across every kind of class.

The Interval Energy Zone® is a favorite of Spinning®
instructors and riders. With this workshop, instructors can
help their classes experience true fitness gains along with
enhanced performance and a stronger metabolism.
The Strength Energy Zone® challenges lower body
muscular endurance as well as the cardiovascular system.
This workshop teaches instructors how to create climbs
that elicit more power, strength and mental stamina.
And finally, the Race Day Energy Zone® takes riders
on a high-powered ride—the ultimate challenge in the
Spinning® program. This workshop enables instructors to
bring this special, heart-pounding, all-out experience to
their students.
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LIVE FOUR-HOUR WORKSHOPS
EXPERIENCE THE REVOLUTION WITH SPINPOWER®
Instructors gain even more knowledge of the
revolutionary SPINPower® program with the
Personal Spinning® Threshold workshop. By examining
the various metabolic points during exercise to better
understand threshold training, instructors learn how
to use the Personal Spinning® Threshold to establish
individualized SPINPower® Zones with their students and
guarantee fitness results.

With Spinning® Language and Visualization, instructors
learn how to communicate and coach with descriptive
images and metaphors that promote greater energy,
confidence, focus and ability. They can tap into senses
with vivid imagery and evoke an emotional response to
jump-start their riders’ thinking and motivation.
But for maximum performance, world-class instructors
need to sharpen students’ mental edge as well. Mental
Training: Approach and Skills provides all of the tools,
techniques, and skills instructors need to discover the
mind/body connection and develop complete focus and
dedication in their riders.

LEAD THE PACK WITH ADVANCED COACHING
The world’s best indoor cycling instructors set
themselves apart by designing and skillfully presenting
theme rides that create an immersive atmosphere for
students. Creating a Journey Ride shares all the secrets
of the Spinning® program’s top coaches on how they
give riders memorable experiences that have them
coming back for more.

DESIGN WORLD-CLASS RIDES
We want every rider to overcome fitness plateaus and
enhance their overall fitness. High Intensity Training
explains how, why and when to use high-intensity
training to guarantee best fitness results for instructors
and students alike.

Creative Coaching also provides innovative techniques
to help riders improve their fitness. This workshop
covers the fundamentals of creating effective Spinning®
classes by considering the 4 Ps of class design—
populations, purpose, planning and progression.

Profile Designs and Heart Rate Games improves riders’
fitness by focusing on how the body responds to both
rest and stress. With this workshop, instructors can take
their knowledge to the next level to achieve improved
physiological adaptations for both themselves and their riders.
Heart Rate Training provides an in-depth look at the
five Spinning® Energy Zones® and how to replicate
terrain to fit each zone. Learn effective heart rate ranges
and cueing language to coach heart-rate based classes.
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Aerobic Base Building explores how professional
athletes and cyclists build their aerobic foundation
to maximum performance. This workshop presents
effective ways to implement aerobic and
result-oriented rides.
Understanding the relationship between cadence,
resistance and intensity is key to coaching classes
that meet riders’ goals. Cadence, Heart Rate and
Class Design shows how to correctly use cadence
and resistance as training variables to create the best
possible fitness program for students.
With Spintensity™, instructors learn and understand the
benefits of using a heart rate monitor and identifying
effective heart rate training ranges. This workshop takes
an in-depth look at how to develop a periodized training
plan using the various Spinning® Energy Zones®.
The Spinning® program has developed movements
and techniques that empower riders to safely and
effectively reach their goals. Contraindications in the
Spinning® Program provides a greater understanding
of the biomechanical, physiological and philosophical
reasons for why we do what we do (and don’t do) in
Spinning® classes. This workshop also introduces
acceptable modifications that achieve the same goals
and alternative ways to be creative with your teaching.

CROSS-TRAIN LIKE A PRO
Strength and resistance training are a necessary part of
any fitness program, and they are a great complement
to the Spinning® program. SPIN® Flex is a combination
class format that uses bands, tubing and dumbbells to
train the major muscles groups with special attention
paid to the upper body. This workshop details muscular
anatomy and physiology, helping instructors come
away with sample SPIN® Flex class formats that they
can take to their classes right away.
Core training also develops the body’s foundation,
which translates to more cycling power, improved
balance and enhanced functional movement.
Spinning® and Core Training explains the anatomy
and biomechanics behind core training and provides
dozens of basic standing, mat and stability ball
exercises.
With Spin® Yoga, instructors bring a whole new
dimension to their classes with cycling-specific asanas
(yoga poses) that help elongate muscles, release
tension, deepen the breath and improve posture.
Plus, they take home yoga class formats that can be
integrated into a Spinning® class schedule.
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STUDIOS
+
FACILITES
CHAPTER 5

BECOME AN OFFICIAL
SPINNING® FACILITY
The studio and club market is as competitive as ever
and require cutting-edge solutions to stay ahead of the
pack. At Spinning®, our commitment to deliver the best
indoor cycling experience in the industry is what drives
us to never stop innovating.
An Official Spinning® Facility is where the Spinning®
experience comes to life. We empower facilities
with the world’s best bikes, the world’s best trained
instructors, and the brand name that created indoor
cycling. We also provide the guidance, resources and
support to make your indoor cycling program and your
business even more successful.
From high-profile facilities with multiple locations to
small boutique studios with dedicated members, the
Spinning® program is ready to bring the world’s best
indoor cycling experience to everyone.
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MAKING STUDIOS AND GYMS

BEST-IN-CLASS EQUIPMENT

EVEN MORE SUCCESSFUL

Designed to mimic the ergonomics and feel of real
road bikes, our patented line of commercial Spinner®
bikes, are highly adjustable to fit all shapes, sizes and
abilities. They are built to withstand years of sweat and
punishment that riders dish out on a daily basis.

No matter the size or budget, we are fiercely devoted
to delivering superior equipment, exemplary instructor
training, responsive customer support and unmatched
marketing support. We help all of our Official Spinning®
Facilities worldwide, create the best indoor cycling
experience on the planet. We provide the tools you
need to attract more members, keeping riders engaged,
decrease your maintenance costs and boost revenue.
TOP-NOTCH INSTRUCTORS
With our comprehensive, world-class education
offerings that include online courses, workshops and
conferences, we train extraordinary instructors who
pack classes and transform casual participants into
dedicated regulars.

All of our bikes are designed with four key constituents
in mind. For the buyer, we build bikes that deliver
value, durability and years of hassle-free use. For
the maintenance team, Spinner® bikes are corrosionresistant and easy to maintain. For instructors, this
means trouble-free classes featuring bikes with intuitive
adjustments, the feel of a real road bike, and perfect
ergonomics to fit every body. For riders, the entire line
of Spinner® bikes is guaranteed to a deliver a great
riding experience class after class.
.

HOW TO BECOME AN
OFFICIAL SPINNING® FACILITY
Now is the perfect time to let the Spinning® program
steer your facility—and your members—towards
success. Become an Official Spinning® Facility in just
three easy steps:
1. Purchase Spinner® bikes.
2. Schedule a Spinning® Instructor Certification with
a Spinning® Master Instructor to get your staff
certified as Spinning® instructors.
3. Register as an Official Spinning® Facility.
spinning.com/spin-studios/become-a-spinningfacility/
Only Spinning® delivers turn-key solutions that take the
guesswork out of operating a successful indoor cycling
program. From bikes to great instructors and ongoing
support, Spinning® delivers more than any other indoor
cycling program.
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CREATE THE PERFECT STUDIO

AUDIO & VIDEO

FACILITY BENEFITS & SUPPORT

WEBSITE & LEAD GENERATION

For the last 30 years, we have helped Official Spinning®
Facilities around the world generate more revenue with
our exceptional bikes and programs. We know that a
well-designed room and a stellar environment bring
more riders through your doors. While every studio
is unique, over the years we have developed some
universal principles that can turn any facility into the
perfect Spinning® studio.

Audio and video are some of the biggest factors in the

We’ve worked with thousands of facility owners and
operators, and know what’s most important to your
success. We do our part to ensure that the Spinning®
program increases member retention and lowers the
cost of ownership and maintenance to help maximize
profitability. We provide everything studios need to get
started and run a profitable program, from marketing
materials to revenue-generating ideas. Here are just a
few of the benefits of being an Official Spinning® Facility.

The Spinning® website is the epicenter of our global
community. From the home page, local users can
easily find the closest facility, classes, workshops and
instructors, as well as shop for Spinning® gear and
apparel. We also engage our community with the latest
content, videos and social media feeds so riders all over
the world can connect.

THE SPINNING® BRAND NAME AND LOGO

For our Official Spinning® Facilities, we offer wholesale
prices on the complete line of Spinning® apparel,
products and accessories for your riders.

STUDIO DESIGN AND LAYOUT
Your needs are important to us. Whatever the size and
style of the room, we support every Official Spinning®
Facility with design principles we’ve developed with
our 30 years experience. We will evaluate your studio
space to determine the optimum number of bikes,

success of a class. As the industry leader, we know the
exact makes and models of microphones, speakers
and audio set-ups that can stand up to the rigors of
multiple classes a day. Providing flexible, high-quality
video projection in your facility gives your instructors
and riders the opportunity to create a variety of great
Spinning® experiences, both in classes and as a room
for participants to use outside of class time.
COMMUNITY BUILDING
The right kind of space will encourage interaction and
comradery, giving riders and instructors an opportunity
to connect with each other, which will benefit your
studio through an engaged and loyal community.

The first, and still best, name in indoor cycling, only Official
Spinning® Facilities have the ability to use the widely
recognized and highly-regarded Spinning® name and logo.
MARKETING SUPPORT

and assess the acoustics and temperature of the space

CUSTOMIZED STUDIO DESIGN CONSULTING

to create the perfect indoor cycling environment. These

For those that need more help in designing the very

From branded promotional collateral to online
resources—including our photo library—we offer a
wide range of marketing materials to help you create
a buzz around the Spinning® program at your facility.

principles give riders the best experience possible and

best studio for their needs, we also offer custom

HOST INSTRUCTOR TRAININGS & WORKSHOPS

keep them coming back for more.

consulting for creating your ultimate Spinning® facility.

FLEXIBILITY

Our team of experts will advise you on build-out

Becoming an Official Spinning® Facility means much

options, sizing and orientation, temperature control and

more than just having Spinner® bikes. It also means
hosting all kinds of events, including fundraisers,
themed classes, performance rides and live workshops.
Our facility support staff ensures that your studio is
supported every step of the way.

other key aspects of studio design.

Spinning® Instructor Certification training is the first step of
our education program, and produces a brand new crop of
fun, engaged, and informed instructors to lead your classes.
We also offer the industry’s largest selection of continuing
education workshops to keep certified instructors sharp.

suggest the arrangement and aesthetics of the room,
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SPECIAL PRICING OFFERS

EVENTS
Spinning® is committed to supporting charitable events,
fundraisers and specialty rides in your community. We
will fully support and advertise events affiliated with
Official Spinning® Facilities.

SPINNING ®
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COMMUNITY
+
EVENTS
CHAPTER 6

GLOBAL COMMUNITY

Certified Spinning® Instructors are the faces,
hearts and souls of Spinning®. Every day, they deliver
top-notch classes to hundreds of thousands of riders
around the globe in an effort to provide the world’s best
indoor cycling experience to every rider. Their passion
and devotion to the Spinning® program flows from being
a part of a global community that’s dedicated to their
passion for Spinning® and the countless riders they
inspire each and every day.

GLOBAL EVENTS
SPINNING® SHOWCASE – UNITED KINGDOM
Pumping music, maximum energy and hundreds
of riders working their hardest: This is the scene at
Spinning® Showcase, an annual event at Blackpool’s
historic Winter Gardens. With the entire UK Master
Instructor team, five rooms of workouts, lectures and
workshops, instructors come away with new ideas and
motivation to become the best coaches they can be.
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RIDE EGYPT: CAIRO SPINNING® MARATHON – EGYPT

SEJA - SPINNING® ESCAPE JAMAICA

SPINNING® EXPERIENCE (SPX)

Hosted by the Royal Academy and featuring half a
dozen world-class presenters, the Cairo Spinning®
Marathon in Giza features 100 bikes and 6 hours of
riding into the sunset under the beautiful Egyptian sky.

On the sandy shores of the popular vacation
destination of Negril, this is a fitness event and
a tropical vacation all in one, with Spinning® with
educational workshops, journey rides, yoga on the
beach, In-Trinity and functional training sessions
delivered by Master Instructors from around the
world—plus delicious Jamaican delicacies and leisure
activities.

Since 2002, SPX has been the largest and most
unique Spinning ® event in all of Europe. Attracting
participants from all over the world, the Netherlands
hosts Europe’s largest educational indoor cycling
conference, which features more than 500 Spinner®
bikes in a two-day event that culminates in a
six-hour Spinning® marathon ride presented by our
international Master Instructor team.

BEACH 24H SPINNING® TOUR – PORTUGAL
The 24h Spinning® Tour inspires riders with a marathon
fitness event on the beautiful beaches of Portugal. Over
two thousand riders take part in this amazing Spinning®
experience for a full 24 hours. Where else can you see
the sun rise and set while getting a killer workout from
the best Spinning® Instructors in the world? With scenic
beach views and surprises for each ride, this event
cannot be missed!

SPINNING® INTERNATIONAL MASTER DAYS – ITALY
For two days every year, the entire Spinning®
community in Italy comes together to learn from the
best of the best. With nearly 1,500 participants in this
amazing two-day Spinning® conference, the entire
Italian Spinning® team throws in everything they have
with workshops, lectures and mind-blowing rides.
This event is truly an epic way for instructors to learn,
connect and ride.

“

It is truly a gift to be able to work
daily with experts from all corners of
the globe who are so passionate
about both Spinning® and improving
lives.”
Luciana Marcial-Vincion
MASTER INSTRUCTOR, SENIOR ADVISOR AND MI TEAM LEADER
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SPINNING®
EXPERIENCE
(SPX)
Held every year since 1999, SPX (formerly WSSC) is
the largest educational conference for indoor cycling
professionals in the world. Held annually in Miami,
Florida, this is the only conference that features
extraordinary Spinning®-themed rides and workshops
led by our team of Spinning® Master Instructors from
around the globe.
Each year offers something unique and challenging
for Spinning® instructors and enthusiasts as we
strive to deliver the latest developments in research,
equipment, and technology. Alongside more than
80 dedicated Spinning® and SPINPower® rides and
workshops, the conference also features over 150
sessions from Peak Pilates®, CrossCore®, Ugi®, ResistA-Ball®, Zumba®, yoga, sports performance, nutrition,
strength training and more.
This three-day conference—which is accompanied
by a full day of instructor trainings the day before—is
designed to empower instructors with the knowledge,
motivation and resources to take their fitness careers
to the next level and inspire their students to lead
happier, healthier lives. Over 22 years and counting,
SPX continues to be a Spinning® fan favorite.
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WSSC
Miami, Florida

Masterpiece
Pisa, Italy

Gigantour
Santiago, Chile

CONFERENCES & TRADE SHOWS
DCAC
Spinning® makes its presence felt at DCAC, the annual
summer conference in Washington, D.C. that has been
offering motivation and education for thousands of
enthusiasts and certified pros alike since 1991.
IWF SHANGHAI
IWF SHANGHAI is the largest Spinning® trading event
in Asia, which is annually organized during March in
Shanghai and combined by fitness trading, fitness
training and fitness competition.
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SPAIN SPINNING® EVENT (SSE)
Spain Spinning® Event (SSE) is the national Spinning®
event of Spain. It features an exclusive and intimate ride
on a catamaran, blockbuster rides with epic music during
the Spinning® marathon, inspirational workshops, an official
Spinning® Shop and a tribute ride.
FIBO
Spinning® is a big part of FIBO, the largest commercial
and consumer fitness and wellness event in Europe.
Nearly 100,000 participants converge on this
conference each year to learn about the newest
innovations in fitness.

SPINNING ®
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RIDE AT HOME

HOME
CHAPTER 7

When you ride a Spinner® bike at home, you know that
it’s backed by 30 years of innovation and experience. We
took everything we learned from creating bikes for the
gym (over 35,000 studios worldwide) and put it to work
to create the best home ride experience. The design of
our bikes is just the beginning – our digital content brings
the Spinning® experience home so you can ride with the
world’s best instructors.
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BLADE ION

™

BLADE ION

™

1

Specifications and Features
2

3

4

Heavier 40 lb (18.1 kg)
Perimeter-Weighted Flywheel
Provides the smooth and authentic road bike
feel that Spinning® is known for
Sweat-Resistant, Powder-Coated Steel and
Open Frame Design
Our umbrella design concept has been
incorporated throughout the entire bike to
protect against moisture and rust - with virtually
no flat surfaces or entry points for sweat!
Integrated Tablet Mount*
Sturdy design keeps your screen secure and
steady as you increase the movement and
intensity throughout the ride
*Tablet not included

5

Wedge Design Handlebar Post
The added fore/aft adjustment feature on
handlebars offers more comfort and proper
upper body extension. Limits unnecessary
strain on neck and back. All-new wedge
design keeps the bars secure and solid, while
remaining easy to adjust

6

Dual Water Bottle Holder
Sturdy, oversized dual water bottle holder on
the handlebars allows easy access

7

SweatWicking
Design

Fusion Drive® Belt System
Belt drivetrain delivers a smooth, silent, and
virtually maintenance-free ride

Adjustable Resistance and Quick Stop
“Umbrella” style resistance knob protects the
internal mechanical components from sweat and
allows for precise adjustments and quick stops

8

Fully Adjustable Seat
Micro-adjustments on the seat - both vertically
and with fore/aft sliders - makes for superior
performance and maximum comfort

9

Dual-Sided SPD®-Compatible Pedals
Pedals accommodate both athletic and
cycling shoes

10 Micro-Adjust Resistance

Easy to adjust commercial-style resistance
system offers unlimited resistance levels

No flat surfaces or entry
points for sweat

Dual-sided SPD
compatible pedals
accommodate both
athletic and cycling shoes

Dual water bottle holder +
integrated tablet mount*

11

Easy Transport Wheels
and Stabilizer Feet
Front-end wheels allow for easy portability
while stabilizer feet eliminate shaking

12 SPINPower® Performance Crank
MODEL NUMBER:
OVERALL DIMENSIONS:
OVERALL WEIGHT:
SHIPPING DIMENSIONS:
SHIPPING WEIGHT:
FLYWHEEL WEIGHT:
PEDAL TYPE:
COLOR:
WEIGHT LIMIT:
WARRANTY:
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10-035
49” L x 20.5” W x 42” H (124 X 52 X 107 cm) (without tablet installed)
123.5 lb (56.0 kg)
43” L X 10” W X 33” H (109 X 25 X 84 cm)
141.9 lb (64.4 kg)
40 lb (18.1 kg), perimeter-weighted
Dual-Sided SPD®-Compatible Pedals
Black
Maximum recommended weight capacity - 350 lb (158.8 kg)
1 year, no labor

Allows for accurate measurement of your
power output and effort

13 350 lb Weight Limit

Maximum recommended
weight capacity of
350 lb (158.8 kg)
see more
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BLADE

™

BLADE

™

Fusion Drive® Belt System
Belt drivetrain delivers a smooth, silent,
and virtually maintenance-free ride

Specifications and Features

Heavier 40 lb (18.1 kg)
Perimeter-Weighted Flywheel
Provides the smooth and authentic road
bike feel that Spinning® is known for
Sweat-Resistant, Powder-Coated
Steel and Open Frame Design
Our umbrella design concept has been
incorporated throughout the entire
bike to protect against moisture and
rust - with virtually no flat surfaces or
entry points for sweat!
Integrated Tablet Mount*
Sturdy design keeps your screen secure
and steady as you increase the movement and intensity throughout the ride
*Tablet not included
Wedge Design Handlebar Post
The added fore/aft adjustment feature
on handlebars offers more comfort and
proper upper body extension. Limits
unnecessary strain on neck and back.
All-new wedge design keeps the bars
secure and solid, while remaining easy
to adjust
Dual Water Bottle Holder
Sturdy, oversized dual water bottle
holder on the handlebars allows
easy access
Adjustable Resistance and Quick Stop
“Umbrella” style resistance knob
protects the internal mechanical
components from sweat and allows for
precise adjustments and quick stops

SweatWicking
Design

Fully Adjustable Seat
Micro-adjustments on the seat - both
vertically and with fore/aft sliders makes for superior performance and
maximum comfort
Dual-Sided SPD®-Compatible Pedals
Pedals accommodate both athletic and
cycling shoes
No flat surfaces or entry
points for sweat

MODEL NUMBER:
OVERALL DIMENSIONS:
OVERALL WEIGHT:
SHIPPING DIMENSIONS:
SHIPPING WEIGHT:
FLYWHEEL WEIGHT:
PEDAL TYPE:
COLOR:
WEIGHT LIMIT:
WARRANTY:
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Dual-sided SPD
compatible pedals
accommodate both
athletic and cycling shoes

Dual water bottle holder +
integrated tablet mount*

10-034
49 L x 20.5” W x 42” H (124 X 52 X 107 cm) (without tablet installed)
123.5lb (56.0 kg)
43” L X 10” W X 33” H (109 X 25 X 84 cm)
138.9 lb (63.0 kg)
40 lb (18.1 kg), perimeter-weighted
Dual-sided SPD+ Compatible Pedals
Black
Maximum recommended weight capacity - 350 lb (15.84 kg)
1 year, no labor

Micro-Adjust Resistance
Easy to adjust commercial-style
resistance system offers unlimited
resistance levels
Easy Transport Wheels
and Stabilizer Feet
Front-end wheels allow for easy
portability while stabilizer feet
eliminate shaking
350 lb Weight Limit
Maximum recommended
weight capacity of
350 lb (158.8 kg)
SPINNING ®

see more
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ELITE

™

ELITE

™

Fusion Drive® Belt System
Belt drivetrain delivers a smooth, silent,
and virtually maintenance-free ride

Specifications and Features

Heavier 40 lb (18.1 kg)
Perimeter-Weighted Flywheel
Provides the smooth and authentic road
bike feel that Spinning® is known for
4

Sweat-Resistant, Powder-Coated
Steel and Open Frame Design
Our umbrella design concept has been
incorporated throughout the entire
bike to protect against moisture and
rust - with virtually no flat surfaces or
entry points for sweat!
Integrated Tablet Mount*
Sturdy design keeps your screen secure
and steady as you increase the movement and intensity throughout the ride
*Tablet not included
Wedge Design Handlebar Post
The added fore/aft adjustment feature
on handlebars offers more comfort and
proper upper body extension. Limits
unnecessary strain on neck and back.
All-new wedge design keeps the bars
secure and solid, while remaining easy
to adjust
Dual Water Bottle Holder
Sturdy, oversized dual water bottle
holder on the handlebars allows
easy access
Adjustable Resistance and Quick Stop
“Umbrella” style resistance knob
protects the internal mechanical
components from sweat and allows for
precise adjustments and quick stops

SweatWicking
Design

Fully Adjustable Seat
Micro-adjustments on the seat - both
vertically and with fore/aft sliders makes for superior performance and
maximum comfort
Dual-Sided SPD®-Compatible Pedals
Pedals accommodate both athletic and
cycling shoes
No flat surfaces or entry
points for sweat

MODEL NUMBER:
OVERALL DIMENSIONS:
OVERALL WEIGHT:
SHIPPING DIMENSIONS:
SHIPPING WEIGHT:
FLYWHEEL WEIGHT:
PEDAL TYPE:
COLOR:
WEIGHT LIMIT:
WARRANTY:
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Dual-sided SPD
compatible pedals
accommodate both
athletic and cycling shoes

Dual water bottle holder +
integrated tablet mount*

10-033
49” L x 20.5” W x 42” H (124 X 52 X 107 cm) (without tablet installed)
127.8 lb (58.0 kg)
43” L X 10” W X 33” H (109 X 25 X 84 cm)
143.3 lb (65.0 kg)
40 lb (18.1 kg), perimeter-weighted
Dual-Sided SPD®-Compatible Pedals
Black
Maximum recommended weight capacity - 300 lb (136.0 kg)
1 year, no labor

Micro-Adjust Resistance
Commercial-style offers resistance and
linear unlimited resistance levels
Easy Transport Wheels
and Stabilizer Feet
Front-end wheels allow for easy
portability while stabilizer feet
eliminate shaking
300 lb Weight Limit
Maximum
recommended
weight capacity of
300 lb (136.0 kg)
SPINNING ®

see more
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AERO

™

AERO™

Fusion Drive® Belt System
Belt drivetrain delivers a smooth, silent,
and virtually maintenance-free ride

Specifications and Features

36 lb (16.3 kg)
Perimeter-Weighted Flywheel
Provides the smooth and authentic road
bike feel that Spinning® is known for

4

Sweat-Resistant, Powder-Coated
Steel and Open Frame Design
Our umbrella design concept has been
incorporated throughout the entire
bike to protect against moisture and
rust - with virtually no flat surfaces or
entry points for sweat!
Integrated Tablet Mount*
Sturdy design keeps your screen secure
and steady as you increase the movement
and intensity throughout the ride
*Tablet not included
Wedge Design Handlebar Post
All new wedge design keeps the bars
secure and solid, while remaining easy
to adjust
Dual Water Bottle Holder
Sturdy, oversized dual water bottle
holder on the handlebars allows
easy access
Adjustable Resistance and Quick Stop
“Umbrella” style resistance knob
protects the internal mechanical
components from sweat and allows for
precise adjustments and quick stops

SweatWicking
Design

Fully Adjustable Seat
Incrementally adjust the seat up/down
and forward/backward for maximum
comfort and a personalized fit
Dual-Sided SPD®-Compatible Pedals
Pedals accommodate both athletic and
cycling shoes

No flat surfaces or entry
points for sweat
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MODEL NUMBER:
OVERALL DIMENSIONS:
OVERALL WEIGHT:
SHIPPING DIMENSIONS:
SHIPPING WEIGHT:
FLYWHEEL WEIGHT:
COLOR:
WEIGHT LIMIT:
WARRANTY:

Dual-sided SPD
compatible pedals
accommodate both
athletic and cycling shoes

Dual water bottle holder +
integrated tablet mount*

Micro-Adjust Resistance
Easy to adjust commercial-style
resistance system offers unlimited
resistance levels
Easy Transport Wheels
and Stabilizer Feet
Front-end wheels allow for easy
portability while stabilizer feet
eliminate shaking

275 lb Weight Limit
10-024
49” L x 21.5” W x 41” H (124 X 55 X 104 cm) (without tablet installed)
Maximum recommended
109 lb (49.4 kg)
weight capacity of
43” L X 10” W X 33” H (109 X 25 X 84 cm)
275 lb (124.7 kg)
125.6 lb (57.0 kg)
36 lb perimeter-weighted (16.3 kg),
Black
Maximum recommended weight capacity - 275 lb (124.7 kg)
SPINNING ®
1 year, no labor

see more
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EDGE

™

EDGE™

Specifications and Features

31 lb (14.1 kg)
Perimeter-Weighted Flywheel
Provides the smooth and authentic road
bike feel that Spinning® is known for
Sweat-Resistant, Powder-Coated
Steel and Open Frame Design
Our umbrella design concept has been
incorporated throughout the entire
bike to protect against moisture and
rust - with virtually no flat surfaces or
entry points for sweat!
Integrated Tablet Mount*
Sturdy design keeps your screen secure
and steady as you increase the movement
and intensity throughout the ride
*Tablet not included
Wedge Design Handlebar Post
All-new wedge design keeps the bars
secure and solid, while remaining easy
to adjust
Dual Water Bottle Holder
Sturdy, oversized dual water bottle
holder on the handlebars allows
easy access
Adjustable Resistance and Quick Stop
“Umbrella” style resistance knob
protects the internal mechanical
components from sweat and allows for
precise adjustments and quick stops
Fully Adjustable Seat
Incrementally adjust the seat up/down
and forward/backward for maximum
comfort and a personalized fit

SweatWicking
Design

Dual-Sided SPD®-Compatible Pedals
Pedals accommodate both athletic and
cycling shoes
Micro-Adjust Resistance
Easy to adjust commercial-style
resistance system offers unlimited
resistance levels
No flat surfaces or entry
points for sweat

MODEL NUMBER:
OVERALL DIMENSIONS:
OVERALL WEIGHT:
SHIPPING DIMENSIONS:
SHIPPING WEIGHT:
FLYWHEEL WEIGHT:
PEDAL TYPE:
COLOR:
WEIGHT LIMIT:
WARRANTY:
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Dual-sided SPD
compatible pedals
accommodate both
athletic and cycling shoes

Dual water bottle holder +
integrated tablet mount*

10-025
49” L x 21.5” W x 41” H (124 X 55 X 104 cm) (without tablet installed)
105 lb (47.6 kg)
43” L X 10” W X 33” H (109 X 25 X 84 cm)
121.3 lb (55.0 kg)
31 lb (14.1 kg), perimeter-weighted
Dual-Sided SPD®-Compatible Pedals
Black
Maximum recommended weight capacity - 275 lb (124.7 kg)
1 year, no labor

Easy Transport Wheels
and Stabilizer Feet
Front-end wheels allow for easy
portability while stabilizer feet eliminate
shaking
275 lb Weight Limit
Maximum recommended weight
capacity of
275 lb (124.7 kg)

see more
SPINNING ®
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PACE

™

PACE™

Specifications and Features

31 lb (14.1 kg)
Perimeter-Weighted Flywheel
Provides the smooth and authentic road
bike feel that Spinning® is known for
Sweat-Resistant, Powder-Coated
Steel and Open Frame Design
Our umbrella design concept has been
incorporated throughout the entire bike
to protect against moisture and rust with virtually no flat surfaces or entry
points for sweat!
Integrated Tablet Mount*
Sturdy design keeps your screen secure
and steady as you increase the movement
and intensity throughout the ride
*Tablet not included
Wedge Design Handlebar Post
All-new wedge design keeps the bars
secure and solid, while remaining easy
to adjust
Dual Water Bottle Holder
Sturdy, oversized dual water bottle
holder on the handlebars allows
easy access
Adjustable Resistance and Quick Stop
“Umbrella” style resistance knob
protects the internal mechanical
components from sweat and allows for
precise adjustments and quick stops
Fully Adjustable Seat
Incrementally adjust the seat up/down
and forward/backward for maximum
comfort and a personalized fit

SweatWicking
Design

Dual-Sided SPD®-Compatible Pedals
Pedals accommodate both athletic and
cycling shoes
Micro-Adjust Resistance
Easy to adjust commercial-style
resistance system offers unlimited
resistance levels

No flat surfaces or entry
points for sweat
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MODEL NUMBER:
OVERALL DIMENSIONS:
OVERALL WEIGHT:
SHIPPING DIMENSIONS:
SHIPPING WEIGHT:
FLYWHEEL WEIGHT:
COLOR:
WEIGHT LIMIT:
WARRANTY:

Dual-sided SPD
compatible pedals
accommodate both
athletic and cycling shoes

Dual water bottle holder +
integrated tablet mount*

10-023
48” L x 18” W x 42” H (122 X 46 X 107 cm) (without tablet installed)
84.8 lb (38.5 kg)
43” L X 10” W X 33” H (109 X 25 X 84 cm)
101.4 lb (46.0 kg)
31 lb (14.1 kg), perimeter-weighted
Black
Maximum recommended weight capacity - 250 lb (113.4 kg)
1 year, no labor

Easy Transport Wheels
and Stabilizer Feet
Front-end wheels allow for easy
portability while stabilizer feet eliminate
shaking
250 lb Weight Limit
Maximum recommended weight
capacity of
250 lb (113.4 kg)

see more

Blade ION™

Blade™

HOME BIKES
COMPARISON CHART
FEATURE

Blade ION™

Blade™

Elite™

Aero™

Edge™

Pace™

40 lbs

40 lbs

40 lbs

36 lbs

31 lbs

31 lbs

**

**

**

**

Dual-sided, SPD®-compatible
pedals
Integrated dual water bottle holder
Integrated tablet holder
Wide stability wheels for easy
transport
Perimeter-weighted flywheel

Elite™

Aero™

Rust-resistant steel frame
Fore/Aft adjustable seat*
Chain Drive
Fusion Drive™ belt system
Commercial-grade
aluminum adjustments
Fore/Aft adjustment on handlebars
SPINPower® Performance Crank
compatible
SPINPower® Performance
Crank included
Measures Cadence
Spinning® App Compatible
Spinning® Connect Compatible

Edge™

Pace™

Zwift Compatible

***

***

Weight limit

350 lbs

350 lbs

300 lbs

275 lbs

275 lbs

250 lbs

Bike weight

128 lbs

124 lbs

128 lbs

109 lbs

105 lbs

85 lbs

Maximum Handlebar Height

46”

46”

46”

44”

44”

40“

Maximum Seat Height

44”

44”

44”

42”

42”

42”

19.75”W x

19.75”W x

19.75”W x

19.75”W x

19.75”W x

45L” x 56”H

45”L x 56”H

45”L x 56”

45”L x 54”H

45”L x 54”H

Bike dimensions with Tablet Mount

17.75”W x
43.5”L x
50”H

* Pace, Edge, Aero: Incremental adjustment – Elite, Blade, Blade Ion: Micro adjustment

** Cadence Sensor optional *** When fitted with SPINPower® Crank
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THE SPINNING® APP
Ride at Home
Bring the studio home with the original connected bike experience! Born on the road, raised in the
studio and made for your home, our bikes and subscriptions help bring the power of Spinning® home.
Spinning® has been a leader in the gym market for decades and we leverage that into an authentic
studio experience for the home with the Spinning® app.
Our content is fueled by a deep understanding of coaching based on our legacy of 300,000+
instructors that have been Spinning® certified. Rockstar instructors deliver true cycling experiences for
rides with or without metrics.
The new Spinning® app features two subscription levels – with and without metrics. With either option
you’ll get unlimited workouts with a variety of instructors. With hundreds of rides to choose from and
new releases every week, a great mood and good sweat is only a few pedal strokes away!. Studioinspired digital content provides expert coaching in a variety of class formats and the ever-growing
library even includes Beyond the Bike classes like Spin® Core, Spin® Yoga, and Spin® Flex so you can
complement your cardio training with toning, strength and flow.
The premium subscription, Plus, is a video-plus-metrics subscription. When paired with Bluetooth®
accessories (such as heart rate monitors, cadence sensors and power cranks), you’ll get next-level
motivation with real-time metrics during your ride, a robust post-ride summary, and a detailed workout
history. Track progress and gain insights from your history to help improve your performance over time.
When the app is paired with a power crank, you’ll get current and average power (watts) and calories
burned based on kJs so you’ll get a true number, which you can use for weight loss goals or even
just for personal challenges. Power Testing is built into the app, so you can determine your threshold
power (aka FTP or PST). This makes your training extremely effective because when the instructor
coaches you to aim for a certain zone, you’ll know precisely when you’ve hit it.
The Basic plan is the video-only standard subscription. It features Certified Spinning® Instructors
and Master Instructors that deliver exhilarating cycling classes based on the coaching and training
techniques behind the Spinning® education program.
The Spinning® app was imagined and created for
the way people stay fit today. It’s for instructors who
seek inspiration as well as training to enhance their
own bike fitness. It’s for gym members who combine
in-studio classes with at-home rides. For beginners
just getting into the saddle, and outdoor cyclists
training for race day...the new Spinning® app connects
everyone to the Spinning® studio experience with
rockstar instructors, 24/7.
A single global Spinnning® ID unlocks a world of
options for riders, studios and instructors. Data from
home rides is pushed to the your global Spinning® ID,
so you’ll retain your workout history as you continue
your Spinning® journey – from anywhere!
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COMPUTERS

SPINPOWER® CRANKS

Monitor your performance and continually challenge yourself with our Spinning® bike computers—accurate
measurement for maximum results.

Recreate the sensation of outdoor cycling and enhance your indoor cycling experience by adding powermeter technology to any commercial Spinner® bike and select home bikes with the SPINPower® Studio Crank
or the SPINPower® Performance Crank.

SPINNING® BIO HR™ WIRELESS COMPUTER
ITEM NUMBER: 5940REV1

Our easy-to-use, bolt-on power cranks enable riders to accurately measure performance and track progress,
featuring a water-resistant battery pack and oversized compartment for extra cells to create an exceptionally
long battery life. Use with the Studio SPINPower® Computer, Studio Computer or Spinning® apps!

• An advanced fitness tracker and cycling heart rate
monitor in one device
• Continually displays cadence, heart rate/pulse,
speed, time, distance, and calories
• Designed for use with all Spinner® bikes—home and
commercial
• The cycling heart rate monitor features a
strap coded for each individual computer and
automatically starts when exercise begins
• Comes with batteries and a one-year limited
warranty for home use only

SPINNING® BIO™ WIRELESS COMPUTER
ITEM NUMBER: 5941REV1
• An easy-to-read, wireless monitor that
continuously displays cadence, speed, time,
distance, and calories
• Designed for use with all home Spinner® bikes
(not recommended for studio use)
• 82 x 33 in (32 x 13 cm) The monitor automatically
starts when exercise begins, and turns off 4
minutes after exercise stops
• Comes with batteries and a one-year limited
warranty for home use only

SPINPOWER® PERFORMANCE CRANK
ITEM NUMBER: 10-010
• Battery power is scaled for use in the home
• Waterproof battery pack
• Bluetooth®and ANT+ Smart connection to most
cycle computers and mobile devices
• Compatible with: NEW 2022 Elite and Blade
Connected Spinner® bikes, as well as A1, A3, A5,
P1, P3, P5 and Johnny G Spinner®
• Compatible with SPINPower® Studio Computer
• Compatible with Spinning® apps
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SENSORS
Pair a Spinning® Connect™ heart rate monitor or cadence sensor with apps like Spinning® Connect™ or Spinning®
Digital to capture real-time data during your workout.
SPINNING® CONNECT™ DUAL MODE
ARMBAND HEART RATE MONITOR
ITEM NUMBER: 5949
• Heart rate transmitter strap with Bluetooth®
Smart and ANT+ technology
• Compatible with Spinning® commercial
computers, including SPINPower® Computer
• Compatible with most on-board
bike computers
• Compatible with mobile electronics that
receive Bluetooth® signals
SPINNING® CONNECT™ DUAL HEART RATE
MONITOR CHEST STRAP
ITEM NUMBER: 7458
• Train with heart. Get the most out of your
Spinning® classes with Spinning® Connect™,
our heart rate transmitter strap with
Bluetooth® Smart and ANT+ technology
• Compatible with all Spinning® commercial
computers
• Compatible with most on-board bike
computers
SPINNING® CONNECT™ DUAL MODE
CADENCE SENSOR
ITEM NUMBER: 7955REV3
• Dual-mode cadence sensor is compatible with
both Bluetooth® and ANT+ mobile devices
• Attaches to any Spinner® bike or indoor
cycling bike crank, as well as most outdoor
bikes, to track and capture real-time cycling
cadence (RPM)
• One-time pairing when used with Spinning®
apps or other tracking apps - whether you
use the sensor at home or in the studio
• Replaceable common CR2032 coin cell battery
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ACCESSORIES
SPINNER® BIKE FLOOR MAT
ITEM NUMBER: 7957REV1
• Protects your floor or carpets from sweat and moisture

CYCLING SHOES
The right cycling shoes can make a good ride a great ride! SPIN® Pro Indoor Cycling Shoes are comfortable
and offer performance, stability and durability! Make the switch from athletic shoes or sneakers to cycling
shoes, and you will experience a more comfortable, efficient and safer ride along with increased power and a
better connection to the bike with every pedal stroke.

• Helps reduce noise and vibration
• Durable and waterproof
• 60 x 30 x ¼ in (152.4 cm x 76.2 cm)

BIG CHILL WATER BOTTLE
ITEM NUMBER: 7816-01
• Streamlined ergonomic design offers excellent squeezability
without compromising bottle grip
• Removable nozzle for easy cleaning. TruTaste™ technology lets
you taste your beverage, not your bottle
• 25 oz., BPA free

SPINNING® TOWEL
ITEM NUMBER: 7710-38
• The official towel from Spinning® made from 100% cotton
• Black-and-red, double-sided reverse design with large
Spinning® logo
• 82 x 33 in (32 x 13 cm)
• Also available in black/purple (7710-10), black/white (7710-23)
and black/blue (7710-39)

SPINNING® PREMIUM BIKE GEL SEAT COVER
ITEM NUMBER: 7902
• A saddle that is as comfortable as it is supportive, perfect for
endurance rides
• Bottom layer of dense, closed-cell padding provides a firm
foundation
• Top layer of soft, open-cell padding offers ultimate comfort
• Fits Commercial series and all Spinner® bikes manufactured after 2016

SPIN® PRO INDOOR CYCLING SHOES
ITEM NUMBER: 4400-01CT
• Reinforced toe and full heel support for improved stability
• Secure and quick shoe closure with ratchet buckle and two hook & loop straps
• Treaded sole for grip and balance when walking
• Perforated uppers for optimal breathability and ventilation
• Perforated insole is lightweight, comfortable and quick drying
• Compatible with SPD® cleats
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MAD DOGG ATHLETICS, INC.

MAD DOGG ATHLETICS EUROPE

2111 Narcissus Court

Scheldeweg 3

Venice, CA 90291

3144 ES Maassluis

Toll-free: 1.800.847.7746

The Netherlands

Dialing outside U.S.: 1.310.823.7008

Phone: +31.10.590.4508

Fax: 1.310.823.7408
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